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CIMARRON

HOLDS

THE

Pit Silos Are Being
Adopted In N. N. M.

KEYS

Wilson Has
Good Crowd

TO

THE

KINGDOM

Convention

Farm For Winter Feed.
(Victor H, Schoffelmaver in Southwest Trail
The pit silo first made its appearance in northeastern New Mexico during tbe summer of 191a.
There are about 135 silos in the
state at the present, and ol this
number probably half are pit silos.
Dairy farmers in the vicinity of
Tucumcari, Nare Visa, 'Logan and
Endee have come to value the pit
silo as their most important feed
saver. At a Silo Day meeting at
tbe Tucumcari State experiment
station called by Prof. J. E. Mun-dein June, dairy men and farm-er- a
from all parts of the state testified as to tbe value of the pit silo. As a result of that meeting pit
silos are being constructed on dozens of farms. Farmers are beginning to realize that more money is
to be made in finishing live stoc)
on the products of their farms than
in shipping tham away for that
purpose. The year 1914 is unprecedented in New Mexico as well as
in all Western and Southwestern
states as a crop year. Wise farm-erare seizing this opportunity to
dig silos and conserve their feed.
Some of tbem have dug three and
four pit silos in which to store feed
for a possible lean year. Tbe year
1913 was one of the poorest in the
history of the Southwest and the
pit silo saved many a farmer from
disasterThis lesson had its results in a widespread introduction
of the pit silo.
Originally a cattle
grazing country, New Mexico is
gradually becoming a dairy and
general farm section.
One of the pioneer pit silo farmers of tbe Tucumcari vicinity is
Louis Bays who constructed his
ll

a
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Will Ship

2000 Cattle
To Texas
J. M. Heck will ship 2000 head
of cattle between the 15th and 20th
of October, to Texas, where they
will be fed dnriog the winter and
prepared for market. Tbe feeder
who has contracted for tbe 2000
head of catlle has 600 acres of feed
put up) in silos which will be utilized during the winter. This ensilage consists of milo maize, corn,
cane, etc , and is a food that contains protein in such quantities as
to increase the weight of livestock
at a rapid rate.
It is a fact, though it is not practiced in this section, that silos artas necessary on farms and ranches
wherein to store food tor winter
feeding, as sheds and barns are to
protect cattle in cold and stormy
weatber. If it is a paying proposition to feed cattle ensilage dui
ing the winter in western Texas, it
should attract tbe attention of cat
tie men and farmers in this section
who have little or no shelter for
their live stock.

Geo. Webster

Buys Large

Steer Herd
Geo. H. Wehster, Jjr., purchased 2000 head of Hereford steers
from the Bartlett ranch last week
and trailed them to the Urraca
Ranch south ol Cimarron where
they were turned onto the range.
Fifteen cowboys with 60 horses
moved the herd to its new pasture
where it will graze until the fall of
1915 when it will be shipped to the
market. At present-therare 4000
head of cattle on the Urraca ranch
but half of this number will be
shipped to market this month.

Of S. Schools

At The Hall

Big Success

Francis C. Wilson, Progressive
candidate for congress, spoke to a
good sized audience in the Athletic
Hall in this citv last Thursdav evening, in which he described the
policies of the Progressive party
as well as could be expected. He
spoke at length on the taxation issues attacking the coal mining industries of the state, charging
them with corrupt practices. It
is the Progressive partv, according
to the candidate, that can prevent
the good ship of state from going
under. The Boy Scout band rendered a number of instrumental
selections during the evening.

The District Sunday School convention held in Cimarron, Sunday,
was a grand success throughout,
and was well attended by association members from Springer and
Miami. The forenoon sesion was
well attended and proved highly
beneficial from a Sunday school
standpoint. Dinner wad eaten in
the Athletic Hall and tbe local
band entertained the guests with a
number of instrumental selections
during the noon hour which were
appreciated to the fullest.
Tbe afternoon session was devoted pricipally to discussions that
have it to do with the extension of
Sunday School work.

One Man Killed

First Fatality Of

The first fatality of the 1914 open season for deer in New Mexico
occurred October 1 on the upper
Gila river, thirty miles north of
Silver City, when Hugo Behan, an
electrician in the employ of the
silo Aug. 13, 1913. at a total cost Cbino Copper company, was shot
of 15. It is fit'ed with as jbsiar-tia- l and instantly killed by a member
colar and is plastered a half of a'party, starting on a deer hunt.
While proceeding through the
inch thick. It is 18 x 20 feet and
vas filled with milo and corn off underbrush, one of the hunting
fifteen acres.
The silage was fed partv mistook Behan for a deer and
thirteen head of cattle and three fired at him through the brush at
head of horses and when opened close range. The bullet from a
only a few inches at the-towas Savage rifle, struck him in the left
spoiled.
Dairy cows were fed side, just below the heart, going
twenty pounds a day and the hurs clear through his body. The body
es ten pound?. Mr. Bays consid- was taken to Hurley where an iners silage the best possible food quest was held and a verdict of acfor cattle during winter. He found cidental death returned. The rethat the silo doubled the feeding mains were shipped to Los Angevalue of his crops. He is con- les for burial. Behan was 30 years
vinced that his silo was the means old and married.
of keeping his horses and cattle in
prime condition during the trying
lion's share of the apportionment
winter on feed which would not of the school
funds made by Suphave brought more than $3 an acerintendent of Public Instruction
re at the outside. The drouth preAlvan N. While, on the basis of
vented milo and similar sorghums
ten cents per person included in tbe
from heading and corn scarcely
school census last last year, this
had a leaf, Jyet silage made from
being the last distribution under
such poor material was worth at
the old census. The next apporleast Í7 to 18 a ton.
tionment will be on December 1
and will be about five times as big
because of the huge sums that
e

Wedding Receptions
Tendered Old and

Open Deer Season

Young Couples
Friday, October 2, was the thir
tieth wedding anniversary of Mr.
and Mrs. H. G. Frankenburger of
this city, and the occasion war
honored by a very pleasant recep-tigiven them bv fouiteen friends
at tbeAVaters home on that even
ing. The evening was deligtfully
spent in social intercourse follow
ing which a bounteous repast was
partaken of.
The reception was also given in
honor of Mr. and Mrs. Palmes who
had just returned from a month's
wedding tour in the south. It will
be remembered that the couple had
stolen a march on their friends ft
the time of their marriage, and this
reception was tendered them
symbol of the esteem in which
are held.
October 2, 1884, Mr. and
Frankenburger were united in

OF

COLFAX

Dry Farming Congress

Prove Great Factors In The Preservation Of Food Stuffs On The

NO. 40

From October 7 To 17
New Mexico Will Be Represented
At The Congress and Derive
Much Benefit Therefrom.

Scout Band
Reorganized
New Members
The Boy Scout Band met in the
school house Tuesday evening and
thoroughly reorganized (he organi
zation for the purpose of accom
plishing more definite advance
ment in the future. Director Ellis
who was compelled to leave for
California this week, has tutored
the players efficiently, and while
bis exodus is greatly regretted, it
is hoped that the band will contin
tie with incessant efforts to make it
one of the best in the state. Sev
eral new members were admitted
to the band.

as a

they
Mrs.
mar-

riage in Ft- Scott, Kansas, and
three years later they came to New
Mexico which has since that time
been their home. They have seen
the state develop to what it now is,
from practically a wilderness.
The occasion will long be re-

membered by those who made up
the anniversary partv- -

Hon. Hugh H. Williams

Republican Candidate for
Corporation Commissioner

other counties receivs less than

$500 a piece, as follows: Colfax This Section Got
Bernalillo County
State Land Commissioner K. P. 463.70; Curry 348.30; Eddy 377.-50- ;
Ervein is turning into the state
Guadalupe 348.30; Lincoln
Many
At
treasury.
221.20; Luna 184.10; McKinley
Receives
Ul tbe apportionment just made 152.80: Mora 433:30; Otero 255.90;
The N. N. M.
Bernalillo county receives 886. 10; Quay 35880; Roosevelt 254.30;
Miguel
San
comes second witb Sandoval 211.30: San Juan 196.50;
School Funds
783.60; and Santa Fe coming next Sierra 168.80; Socorro 463.40; Taos
Cimarron and this section receiv
with 565-50- ;
Grant 547.70; Chaves 399.60; Torrance 230.30; Union
ed many valuable prizes at tbe
Bernalillo county receives the 540.20; Dono Ana 508.10;. All 494.90; Valencia 359-30Northern New Mexico Fair last
week, which is but anotberevi- dence of (he productivity of this
section and the ability to produce
I
I
Bsssssssfl
fancy
needle work. Mrs. Curtis
jM
Ii A
'
was awarded several prizes for
ISSSSH
fancy needle work and she is just
ly proud of the honor connected

Prizes

Lion's

The annual Dry Farming Congress will be held iu Wichita, Kansas, October 7 to 17. A considerable amount of money has been a;
propriated by the federal government to aid the various states interested in collecting and placing
suitable exhibits. The fund is in
charge of F. Lamson Scribner of
U. S. Department of Agriculture,
who will personally supervise its
expenditure.
This arrangement
puts the Dry Farming Congress on
a more substantial footing than it
has had in the past and a successful meeting is assured. Especial
stress will be put on the education
al side and tbe methods of tbe experiment station projects will be
given preference over crop exhib
its.
Tbe New Mexico experiment sta
tion has beer, requested to take
part in tbe Congress and the Department of Agronomy is now busy
selecting material in the dry farm- ng districts of the state and pre
paring charts and photographs to
illustrate the soil moisture experi
ments being conducted by tbe
agronomy staff. These charts will
concern
percolation, capillarity,
evaporation, transpiration, etc., to
illustrate tbe movements of soil
moisture as affected by tempera
ture, humidity, wind velocity and
soil texture and structure.
This kind of representation in
s jch a congress brings the resourc
es of the state before the public
and calls attention to the fact that
the New Mexico Agricultural experiment station is in direct touch
with the problems of the farmer.
Incidentally it offers opportunity
for the study of the methods of experimentation
of
neighboring
states.

Deer Season
On Until
Nov. 15th

Fair

Share

jSES

therewith.
Tbe Moreno Valley as usual re
ceived its pro rata of prizes for
producing the best exhibits of farm
stuffs, and the owners of prize materials were bearing winsome
smiles upon their return from tbe
fair.
The fair was reported by all who
were io attendance, to have been
the best and well attended in its
history.

The open deer season started on
October 1st and will remain open
until the 15th of November, and
one deer is all that is allowed tor
each hunter during tbe season.
The mountains around here are reported to have an abundance of
deer and local sportsmen will be
hot on their trails before tbe season closes and bag their share as
prescribed by law.
State Game Warden de Baca
suggests that all hunters for big
game wear a red sweater and cow
bell together vith a fog horn, to
prevent any possible fatalities in
which tbe hunters are apt to be
mistaken for a deer.
Tbe uggestfon of the game
warden however, is not binding,
and it is doubtful whether bis advice to hunters will be adhered to,
as it remains with tbem to do so
of their own volition.

CIMARRON
Auttrlans Out of Galicia.
Ijondon. The Russian armies con
jtlaue to sweep through Galicia and,
according to a report from Rome, that
province of the Austrian empire Is
clear of Austrian troops. What Is
And
Defeat In- meant In tint the field armies of Aus
Hack at
tria have either gone into the fort
Defense
resses of Prxemysl and Craeow, or
Lorraine- have retreated to the south and west.
Austrian Troops Leave France.
Hark In Old Plitce.
rom
Mue
Iondon. A message
stricht. according to a Central News
cover UN main army In case of re dispatch from Amsterdam, says that

VON KLUCK'S ARMY RALLIES
Germans Strike
to Strong

Allies
Turn
in Northeast Frunce
Ueneral
ireneh Enter
Haltlc Line

Hermans have begun active
operations against Antwerp, temporary
capital of Belgium
Their heavy artillery has attacked bierre, a tortress
Kaiser's Eastern Forces Resist nine miles southeast of the city. The
Belgians are reported, however, to
Attempts of Slav Army to
have re occupied Mallnes. They have
been very fctive against the fiormans
Drive Them from Polat every opportunity.
ish Territory.
Shelling Antwerp Forts.
Ixindon. With the German attack
on the outer fortifications of Antwerp,
Helgium again has become the scene
of serious operations. The invaders,
so far, have confined their attack to
the forts protecting the river cross
Makes Sharp Demand of Austria Re- ings between Valines and Antwerp.
A (lerman report says that two forts
garding Minas in Adriatic and
have been silenced, but the Belgians
Gets Army Ready Ausdeny this.
tria Apologizes.
Brussels Near Starvation.
I.ondon. Seven hundred tnouaand
persons in Brussels are facing atarva
lion, according to Hugh Ctbson. the
(Summary of Events.)
secretary
of the American embassy
confident,
Fully
that one or two
is now in this city. Efmore day of assault all along the there, who
forts to get food from Antwerp have
line would
The

ITALY MENACING

drive the (crinan failed.
army of invasion entirely out
Germans Hold Positions.
of northeastern
and northern
Despite the optimism of Russian ofFrance, the Allies have been dis- ficial statements concerning the operappointed again by "an unexpect- ations agalhst Germany's Kast Prused mid vigorous rally of (jen. Von sian army, the situation Is really unsatisfactory from the Slav standpoint.
Kluok 'a forces.
The battle front is once more The Germans have penetrate;! fifty
Into Russian territory and are
where it was when the general en- miles
maintaining
In ion
iti
gagement along the Aisne river the Russian themselves
side of the entire
began on September 12.
frontier.
say now there can be
Winter Germany's Ally.
no decision in this struggle until
While time is of the utmost value
one side simply crushes the other to Germany In its French operations.
with outnumbering forces. Just every week of delay forced upon the
now both armies are being stead- - .Russians meaus a week nearer the
i v and euua v
so t "inter weainer mat win any it sel
appears there will be no decisive with the (lerman defense. For this
reason Austria's desperate resistance
result for an indefinite period.
in Galicia is of great value to Ger-Russ-Oerma-

Military-observer-

s

I

Austrian troops have arrived at
from France on the
way to the Austro-Russlafront

i

Rally.

German-AustriaMerge
liOndon. It Is officially announced
at Vienna, according to a Rome dispatch to the Exchange Telegraph
Company, that a Junction has been effected between the new German army
and the remnants of the Austrian
.
:artny which fought In the Galician
The new combined army is tak
ing up a position and already has been
In contact with the Russians along the

9

BOTH SIDES REPORT SATISFACTORY PROGRESS AT VARIOUS POINTS.

MEXICAN BELLIGERENTS
OVER
THE LINE RIDDLE AMERICAN TOWN.

RHETZ

25

bat-Itle-

Carpathian

Tarnow-Craeo-

front.

Big Army at Cracow.
It ' officially announced
Ixindon
at Vienna, according to a Rome dispatch to the Exchange Telegraph
Company,
that the Austro-uermaarmy concentrated at Ciacow numbers
tit million.
Italy Slurs Austria.
Italy has taken what Is generally
accepted as the first step leading to
an outbreak with Austria. The Rallan
ambassador at Vienna has been In
structed to protest vigorously the
strewing of mines by Austria in the
Adriatic sea. Since these mines are
the only protection of the Austrian
fleet which reinalns near the forts oT
Pola, it Is not likely the Anatrlans
jwlll remove the mines. It will be up
to Italy to enforce the protest with
army and navy
Austria Offers Indemnity.
Rome. The Austrian government

i

has replied to the Italian protest
against the floating mines in the Adriatic sea. Austria deplores the sinking
of Italian vessels and promises to
take measures to remove the menace
'to shipping :ind to fully Indemnify the
families of the victims It Is. reported
that Italy demands an indemnity from
Austria or $1.000.000.
Dispatches from Rome state that

Dispatches from Lemberg, capital
From September 28 to October 3 the
Kast Galicia, state that Russian
Allies were having all the best of the
fight against General Von Kluck. civil government has been formally
They were battering his arm badly established in all cities and towns in
and they had almost accomplished a this territory, which has been an- crushing flank movement
not
far nexed by the czar since the occupa-soutof Ostend. Belgium, when the tion y Slav troops.
No Result in East Prussia.
Germans rallied and pushed back the
French-Britisleft wing.
Petrograd.
The
general
j
staff
A similar operation took place In headquarters has issued
the following
the eastern field, except, however, the official statement:
positions of the opponents were re-- .
"The battle on the front in Eartern
versed. The Germans had silenced Prussia continues on the line of
some of the Important forts around Mlrlampol.
No declalve result has
Verdun, a French army base, and were been obtained. We have at last
a serious penetration Into cupied
position
the German
at
eastern France. The French rallied. Preskasno. west of Symno
Under a
drove the Germans clear back Into nKnt f offensive attack by the Rus-and penetrated German ter- - Hng (ne enemv retired from I,el- "
ritory through the Vosges mountain pouny. in the direction of Suwalkt.
passes But they haven't gone much On the road from Seyny, northward to
beyond the mountains.
Suwalki. the movement of the Ger- mans, pursued by the Russian cavalry
Watch Northwest Battle.
Severe artillery duelling has been under protection of artillery, became
tlme a disorderly retreat. Fierce
almost constant in the general neigh- borhood north of Rhelms, where the "shtlug Is going on In the vicinity of
Germans have entrenched Infantry Suwalkt."
To Leave Capital,
along the Alsne river and have em-- !
Vienna. In anticipation of the
battled siege guns and other heavy ar- In the foothills of the Ardennes pending siege of Vienna, the emieror
and the cabinet have decided on the
mountains
Dispatches from newspaper corres- removal of the capital from Vienna
pondents who have reached Rotter- - to Prague. The date for the removal
dam, Holland, from the south state has not been decided, but it will be
that preparations for the retreat of ordered as soon as It is certain the
the German right wing are well un- - Russians are going to move toward
The military council has
der way. German troops are advanc- this cltj
tng from the north of France to Tour- ordered the Immediate fortification of
nai and Mons, Belgium. In order to all the Vienna suburbs.
'
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Better

Biscuits

Baked

EXECUTED

You never tasted
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KAISER
IN
DISAPPOINTED
SULTS OF VON MOLTKES
CAMPAIGN.

RE-

Tar-mond- e

PROTEST

daintier, lighter, fluffier
biscuits than those .
baked with Calumet
They're always
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TO PRESIDENT
WIL80N BY CITIZENS OF
BORDER TOWN.

Itood

Wtrn

Nrwftpapar tJnlon Nws Service.

London Oct. S. General Von Kluck,
reinforced with troops from the German center, continues to make a determined stand against the attempt of
the allies to outflank him. The French,
who yesterday officially reported that
all German attacks in this region had
been repulsed and that the allies had
resumed the offensive, announced today that the battle to tho north of the
Olse.
which
commenced seriously
about Sept. 25, continues with greet
violence with no decisive result and
that at certain points the French
troops have had to yield ground.
The Germans, In their report Issued last night, say the battle Is proceeding successfully for them.
Both In London and In Paris there
Is the greatest confidence, although
some surprise Is displayed at the success of the Germans In preventing the
outflanking movement. There Is a
feeling, however, thst the Germans
cannot extend their line much further
north without weakening It at some

point

Along the rest of the line, tha
French communication says, there" has
been no change. Therefore the progress In the regions of Solssons and
Woevre, reported Sunday night, either
has satisfied them for the moment or
they have been checked by the Germans.
General Helmuth Von Moltke haa
boon superseded by General Volght
Italy will have 1,390,000 men equipped
and in the field by the middle of Oc-- i Rhetx as chief of the German staff.
tober, when the oldest classes of ac The Kaiser is said to have deposed
tive reserves (dating, back to 18sr) Von Moltke because of keen disappointment ovor the results of tho camwill join the colors.
Every
man under 30 years old Is now paign mapped out by his chief. Von
under arras. The Austrtans are throw- Moltke is known as a great organing up defense works all along the izer, and he has been given credit for
precision of the GerItalian frontier, the report continues, the machine-lik- e
and the lines are being manned by man armies.
the landwehr, or oldest reserves. Fac
East Prussian Loaa Heavy.
torles making big guns are working
night and day to finish the supply of
London, Oct. 6. The defeat of tha
modern cannon which has been or- 3erman army which invaded Russia
dered by the Italian army.
from East Prussia appears from Rus-liaBattle at Tsing Tau.
accounts to have been even more
The Japanese are reported to haye decisive iban previously stnted. and is
reduced two of the forts guarding the becoming a complete rout. According
German colony and naval base at to the Russian ambassador at Rome,
Tsing Tao. in the Chinese leased the Germans were completely routed
province of Kaio Chow
with a loss of 70,000 men, and have
Tokio. A severe engagement has teen forced to abandon everything.
been opened by the German warships,
which cannonaded the Japanese posl
Portugal Awaits England's Call.
Hons near Tsing Tau, east of the govWashington, Oct. 5. While no conernment of Kaio Chow, the Oerman
firmation of the report from Berlin
leased territory In China. Two officers were killed. German aeroplanes that Portugal was preparing to Join
forces with the allies against Germany
assisted the warships.
The Japanese war office announces ass been received by the Portuguese
Ihai an artillery duel at Tsing Tau legation here, the minister, Viscount
continues. A German torpedo boat Je Alte, said today his country was
destroyer was sunk In the harbor prepared to take that step whenever
Wednesday
Apparently this ship was .i. at Britain should call on her to
not in action Trom other sources It io so.
Is said that the German destroyer was
sunk by Japanese siege guns
For Relief of Jews.
Kaiser Warns Greece
New York, Oct. B. The Amerlran-lewls- h
I.ondon. A dispatch to the Kxpress
committee in a statement isfrom Rome states that It Is reported sued today stated that a preparatory
there that Emperor William of Ger conference to meet here would soon
many has sent a telegram to the king be called of representatives of import
of Greece warning him that if Greece int Jewish organizations throughout
enters into a war against Turkey, Ger- '.he country, to consider relief measmany will not guarantee the future ures for the Jews who are in distress
existence of Greece
King Constan in Europe.
tine replied, the dispatch declares,
that if any of the Balkan states took
up arms on either side, Greece would VON BERNSTORFF SEES BRYAN.
declare for the triple entente
Secretary of State Gives German EnGermans Lose Territory.
voy Copies of Treaties.
Germany has lost territory greater
than the size of tue empire's area In
Washington. Oct. 6. The call of
Europe since the war began, by the Count von Bernstorff, the German amcapture of her colonies totaling 315,830 bassador, at the State Department tosquare miles. The European area of
day, where he conforred for half an
Germany is 208,780 square miles.
hour with Secretary Bryan, aroused
Naval Move Planned.
Rotterdam- - More than Ifi.OM men, speculation in diplomatic clrclea on
.crinan naval reserve, have been the possibility that another effort Is
brought from the North sea towns of being made by the administration, InKiel and Hamburg to Brussels and are directly at least, to bring about peace.
being held In readiness to serve on an
It Is known that the diplomat made
Improvised German fleet should Ant- a special trip from New York in
werp and Ostend be taken.
to a telegraphic request aeot
As a direct result of this move the by Bryan.
Mutch authorities along the Scheldt
He left the secretary burdened with
have Increased their watchfulness for, copies of peace commission treaties
during a siege of Antwerp, England negotiated by Bryan, and is undermight like to send reinforcements stood ,to have been asked to forward
through the Dutch Scheldt,
which these to Berlin.
would be a brearh of neutrality, while
It was regarded here as significant
on the other hand a German victory that Secretary Bryan should underwould bring danger of an attempt on take negotiations looking to the Incluthe part of Germany to use the mouth sion of Germany among the nations
of the Scheldt as a base from which with whom the United States haa
to attack the British naval forces In made peace conventions at this time,
he North sea.
when that country Is engaged In war
Additional Funda Asked.
Is
It
said that their force in
sels.
Washington, Oct. 5. Ambassador
Brussels !s packing up. bat such
statements have been made so often Morgeuthau, at Constantinople, has
that not much reliance is placed In appeuled to the 8tate Department for
for the relief of
them. Still another rumor has U that additional funds
Empire.
the German staff headquarters has Americans In the byOttoman
government
deposit
this
recent
The
been removed from Uixeraburg to
of $150.000 has been found Inadequate.
Mayence.
and Herrlck. at
The German attack on the fort and Ambassadors Page respectively,
were
approaches of Koenlngshoyek, ona of lxindon and Paris
of the situation In an effort to
the new forts on the outer line, waa advisedquickly
available funda for 'I urk-lsmake
repulsad A violent attack onf
and atapa also were
distribution,
was repulsed at 2 o'clock In
by Treasury
dlrectioa
that
in
taken
the morning, the Belgians blowing op
Department officer.
the bridge over the Scheldt.
able-bodie-

-

with heavy losses to the attackers.
GERMANS NOT SERIOUS
The opinion prevails here that the
ON
ANTWERP
IN ATTACK
Germans do not Intend, at present, to
make a serious attempt to besiege
Antwerp snd that Ibi attack they have
who are made Is for the purpose of keeping
London. The Germans
apposed to have had the assistance the Belgians within the fortress and
of heavy Austrian tuns, apparently stopping sorties, which were disconhave fallad la thalr first attempt to certing to the Germans occupying the
pierce the ooter line of fortifications rest of tha country and occastonslly
Official reports and disarranged their pians.
at Antwerp.
Again, reports are In circulation
statements by correspondents say that
aone of the Belgian forts have been that the Germana are making prepara
aaverely damaged and that tha Oer tlons to exaruate Belgium, or, at any
asan infantry attacks were repulsed rale, that portion as far east as Brus
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n
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MAP SHOWING RUSSIAN
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I

Both Side

BULLETS FLY

OISE BATTLE

r,.ono

treat.

HINDER RUSSIANS

NEWS

ttMlfrn Nwapapr Union Nwa StrVIc.
Naco. Sonora, Méx., Oct. 6. Terrific
rifle fire of the two Mexican armies
here today swept the border and riddled the American town of Naco, Arizona.
Governor Maytorena, the Villa leader, with bis Yaqui Indians, is directing

a continuous fire against the Intrench-ment- s
occupied by General Benjamin
Hill and the Carrana defenders of the
town. Genersl Herrera and 1,000 men
are reported on the way to relnforca
Hill. Many have been killed by sharpshooters on both sides.
Casualties within the towa were confined to the execution of twenty-fivYaquis during the night In a sortie.
The garrison fared better than the observers on the American side, where
an American boy was shot in the hand
ami two United States cavalry horses
were struck, by stray Mexican bullets.
Foreseeing the difficulty of an active assault, the two warring factions
are reporting to be negotiating a ces
sation of hostilities through two commissioners.
Colonel Guilfoyle of the American
border patrol warned the besiegers
and the besieged against shooting
across the international Une.
In addition, the Naco, Ariz., citizens'
committee sent the following telegram
to the President: :
"We and all American citizens of
thiR border town respectfully and urgently apply to you for adequate protection for the lives of our families
and ourselves from the battles between the Mexican factions now engaged In this vicinity on Mexican soil.
Thousands of bullets are carelessly or
maliciously fired Into our streets and
buildings.- - compelling us to abandon
our homes and causing us to suffer
great hardships and danger."
Additional ammunition has arrived
for both sides. More is expected.
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Reserve Bank Officers Chosen,
Washington, Oct 5 The fedetsl reserve board has announced the class
Z or federal directors of the San Fran-;iscsnd Dallas federal reserve
banks. They are: San Francisco
loin Perrin, Pasadena, Cal federal
reserve agent and chairman of the
board of directors; Claude Gatch, San
Francisco, deputy agent and vice
hairman, and Charles B. Peabody, Seattle, director. Dallas F, O. Tenni-ion- ,
Dallas, reserve agent and board
zhainnan: 'W. F. McCabe, San Antonio, deputy agent and vice chairman, and Felix Martines, El Paso, director.
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Earthquake Kills 2,500 In Turkey.
Constantinople, Oct 6. The minister of the Interior has been informed
that 2.500 persona have been killed and
many injured in the earthquake which
wrecked
the carpet manufacturing
towns of Isnarta and Burdur, in the
province of Konla, Asiatic Turkey, late
3sturday night.
London Fog Won't Hide Zeppelins.
Ixindon. Oct 5. Tests over London
have proved that searchlights can detect a Zeppelin, even In foggy weather.

"Montlcello" Offered to U. S.
Washington, Oct. 6. Montlcello. the
home of Thomas Jefferson, should be
maintained as "the Virginia home of
tho Presidí nts," In the opinion of its
owner. Representative Levy of New
York, who notified Secretary Bryan today that he would consider an offer
of $500,000 for the purchase of the
"state by the government. His communication will be referred to Congress.
Peace Conference at Aguas Calientes.
Mexico City, Oct. 5. At a meeting
today to arrange a date for the de
parture of the peace delegates, who
are to eonfer at Aguas Callentes with
of Gen. Francisco
representatives
Villa, it was decided unanimously that
they should leave here at fi o'clock tomorrow evening by special train.
Bill for Arm red Autos.
Washington, Oct. 5. Representative
mu el It. Anthony of Kansas Is preparing a bill authorizing the purchaae
3f armored automobiles for the use of
the United States army.
i

Cut by Nail; Dies of Poisoning.
Pueblo. Frank Coata, farmer of
Fowler, died in Pueblo hospital from
blood poisoning und the result of having his left leg amputated. While
plowing. Coats stepped upon a rusty
nail, which passed through his left
toot.

Fatal Auto Acoldant at Hastings.
Hastings, Neb., Oct. 5. Miss Sarah
Urquarhardt of Denver, aged forty, waa
almost Instantly killed when struck by
an automobile here this morning.
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Fashion Note.
"One blessing, at least, will coma
to us from this dreadful war. We
shan't be inundated with shocking
French fashions."
The speaker was a leading clubwoman.
She resumed:
"At a club dinner the other evening
a man fashion writer man fashion
writers are the best said to me:
" 'A truce to these foreign modest
They are caricatures.'
" 'Caricatures?' said I. Caricatures
Tea, perhaps. But wouldn't It be mors
accurate to call them take-of- f e?' "
Accounting for It.
"How stiff those new people are!"
"Don't you know why? Thay madt
ail their money In starch."
Some men never make much noise
In the world until after they Join th
door slammers' union.

ÜATIMA,
kish-blen- d

rettes are the

Tur-- A

ciga-

pur-

est form in which
tobacco can be smoked,
and their flavor is ,
"Distinctively Individual"

CIMARRON NEWS.

Dr. Marden's

Uplift Talks

By ORRISON SWETT M ARDEN

the elope of the valley, tne song of the
birds, the sunsets, cannot be shut up
within the title deed; they belong to
the eye that can carry them away, the
mind that can appreciate them.
This ability to gather enjoyment
from all sorts of sources Is a divine
gift. It broadens the Ufe, deepens the
experience and enriches the whole nature. It Is a great force In
self-cultur-
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The secret of happiness Is In a cheerful, contented mind. "He is poor who
Is dissatisfied; be is rich who is conII
Ros
dieepmen have in storage
tented with what he baa," and can en- 22..,00n
pounds of wool.
joy what others own.
Taos county Is destrón of having a
Some people are so mean and stingy,
high school to be located at Taos.
so unoharltable and narrow, so bigJury
The Bernalillo county grnnd
oted and suspicious, that they never
open their nature
Indictments.
wide enough to returned twenty-sevetake in the riches all about them, the
Approximately twenty cases of
beauty with which they come in
nt San Marcial are reported.
They are so jealous and envious
The Deming Cottage
saivttorlum
and small, that they are afraid to will lie incorporated for $50,000, In
throw open the doors of their hearts. shares of $10 each.
The result is, their lives are pinched
The high school pupils of Albuand starved. A person must be mag- querque
this year entered a $im.noo
to be able high School
nanimous and
building.
to absorb the wealth and beauty that
Governor
McDonald has appointed
are worth while.
John H. Evacs. of I.ovingfon. K'I'lv
I know a poor man who really
enjoyed more than any rich man
know county, a notary public.
The state debt of New Mexico In
of, simply because early in life he
learned to enjoy things without own- 1912 was l),3S7,000. The per capita
ing them to such an extent that be debt, the sume year. $:l.4l.
Ilrcwn Bros., living south of San
never seemed to have the slightest
envy or Jealousy In connection with Jon. have finished thrashing and have
the property of others, but rather MM bushels of good wheat.
showed gratitude to those who owned
Coventor McDonald bus appointed
them. He was such a sweet soul that Charles It. ii.. i .... of Doming, and
all doors were open to him, because l.oremi It. Livingston, ot Imh Vegas,
he radiated sunshine apd good oheer. notaries public.
It does not matter how poor or how
I.uttit county will he the first In
unfortunate you are, you can enjoy, New Mexico to hare an agricultural
carowning
or
without the trouble of
expert stationed In It for free consulta
ing for them, millions and millions of Hon by Its farmers.
dollars' worth of works of art, and
mill of 'l' bushel per hour capacthings of rarest beauty, almost as well ity ilso a No,
2 meal mill is to he esas though they were your own. Think tablished at Santa Rosa, and run b
great
to
our
what it costs
maintain
an Ctectrie motor.
city parks, with all their wonders of
Land adjoining the Brown Brothers
beauty and comfort, the palatial public buildings, the fine residences, beau- wheat fields, near San Jon, sold re
tiful private grounds and gardens and cently t at a quarter section for $500,
objects of beauty everywhere which wit hen Improvements.
The president lias appointed Charlea
you can enjoy without money and yet
you may say you own nothing.
He M Batnfordi of Hagertnan, and James
has missed the finest lesson of experi- U Sellginnn, of Santa Fe, postmaster
ence who has not learned how to en- of their respective cities.
A carload of watermelons shipped
joy without owning.
out frcm Tucumcuri. BM in the lot.
CUT OUT THE EXCITEMENT averaged 27 pounds each. The melons
were grown without irrigation.
Mrs. W. S. Hopewell was again
a
Cubist Poet
Oood Advice Offered by
thrown from her horse ut Hermosa
to Those Who Are Worried by
and rendered unconscious, hut the In
the Wartime Prices.
jury docH not appear to have been
Lei the uhlans go uhl, hussars can serious.
go huzx myself, I am glad that the
Two hundred and nlnety-slacres
Atlantic piles dampness planted in cantaloupe! and a total of
fifty-eigcars shipped Is the record
between In the way that it does. I
perceive, with chagrin, I'm no longer for the season just closed at Fort
romantic; my welcome to war is not Sumner.
overly frantic. In my youth I loved
The first annual Otero County AgCaesar or any earth skinner by death ricultural contest was the first exhibit
clawed,
corybantlc. or its kind In the county and the opinfuries followed, red
But I turn from 'em now to thoughts of ion of the general public Is that it
my dinner.
was a success.
As the late Deacon Job, who InhabitThe state board of equalization
ed Vz, was wont to remark, with a which recently adjourned, made a

By C.

"SHE WUZ ALLU8

KINE
EV'RYBUDDIE."

TO

i

a modest family burying ground
IN Keutucky, on a rough atone, la
this inacriptlon: "Jane Lalor: Died
August, 1849
8he wux allua klne to
ev'ry middle."
Could anyone have a better epi-

taph?

-

One of the greatest helps to happiness, to the progress of all mankind.
Is the habit of kindness, of the thought-fulnes- s
for others, of saying kind
things to others and about them.
There Is a blighting, killing influence
In an unappreclative atmosphere.
If you would be populnr mid attract
people to you you must cultivate a
broad generosity, a feeling of good
cheer and good will towards everybody, and you must feel a real and

not a feigned interest In others' welfare.
How many good things the spirit
of good will brings to us, and how
many unpleasant things It keeps away
from us!
If you form the habit of saying
kindly things about others and looking for the best In them, your mind
will become related, through the law
of attraction, to all ktndly.people and
to all good everywhere.
If we persist in this habit It will
drive out all petty little jealousies, all
moro8eness and gloom, envy and selfishness, everything that would seriously mar our lives.
No efforts we may ever make can
bring such splendid returns as the
endeavor to scatter flowers as we go
along, to plant roses instead of
thorns; no Investment will pay such
fat dividends as the Arm effort put
into kind words and kindly acts, the
effort to radiate a kindly spirit toward
living creature.
If we cultivate a sunny, cheerful exterior and a kindly smile, a cordial
manner towards everybody, we make
acquaintances and friendships easily.
I know a woman in New York who
is a dwarf and a cripple, but who has
such a sweet, open, beautiful nature
that everybody loves her. She Is welcome everywhere, because she loves

everybody and feels Interested in
everyone. She is poor, but she enters
Into other lives with a heartiness and
unselfish abandonment and an enthusiasm that ought to shame those of us
who are physically normal and In a
better condition.
The people who" envy her popularity,
her sunny nature, do not realize that
their love of gossip and their disposition to pick flaws with others, to see
their weakness, their unfortunate or
ugly side, are really exhibiting a very
unlovely side of themselves, and that
this is the reason w hy they are so very'
unpopular.
Practice
holding a
charitable, magnanimous, liberal attitude of mind toward everybody and
everything, and you will be surprised
to see how it will .enlarge and enrich
your nature. There is nothing else
that will make you so popular as this.
,
Everybody loves the
,
maguanlmous character,
just as he naturally despises the
small, narrow, stingy, mean soul who
sees every". ilng through his selfish
glasses.
Selfishness is one of the most despicable qualities of human nature and is
universally hated. The subtle, mysterious something which we call magnetism, and which we cannot describe,
that something which everybody feels,
Is due more to the one quality of unselfishness and a large generosity than
to anything else. People may admire
you for your talents, but they will not
love you if you are always thinking of
and working for yourself.
So, if you would get on in the higher
sense, you must get rid of this great
enemy of your advance. You must
take an unselfish, kindly Interest in
others. Remember that whatever you
send out of your nature will be reflectlarge-hearted-

ed back to you.
ENJOYING

WHAT

OTHERS

WIN.

his "Citizen of the World" Goldsmith" describes a mandarin who appeared in a blaze of diamonds, and
who was very ostentatiously thanked
by a 'person in the crowd. "What does
the man mean?" the mandarin exclaimed. "Friend, I never gave thee
any of my Jewels." "No," replied the
stranger, "but you have let me look at
them, and that is all the use you can
make of them yourself; so there is no
difference between us, except that you
have the trouble of watching them,
and that Is an enjoyment I do not de-

I

N

sire"

The bablt of feeling rich because
you have developed the faculty of ex
tracting wealth from everything you
touch is riches, indeed. Why should
we not feel rich in all that our eyes
can carry away, uo matter If others
happen to have the title deed? Why
should I not enjoy the beautiful gardens of the wealthy and their grounds,
lust as If I owned them? As I pass
by I can make my own the wealth ot
olor. The beauty of plants and lawn
and flowers and trees are all mine.
The title deed of another does not cut
off my esthetic ownership. The best
part of the farm, the landscape, the
Seauty of lite brook and the meadow.

a

cou-tac- t.

large-hearte-
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well-know-

curse slbllantlc: "Don't hunt for your raise of $.1.000,000 in the assessment
yil
come to you. coz!"
of the state, though $18,000,000 had
I perceive, with
chagrin, I'm no been expected.
longer romantic.
A correspondent from Walnut Well:,
My bump of combativeness ain't
states thai Jumes Page of that placeas Califcrniu
muscnl and raisin
r
In youth I was dotty about the
grapes which have fielded a second
Alexander, Napoleon some crop, which look fine.
butcher gigantic.
Congressman H'ergussoh came to the
But turn from em now to thoughts
aid of the mining men of the West b
of my dinner.
My feeling for fighting is not what introducing legislation in the House of
Representatives m secure exemption
it was.
from assessment work during the
Let 'em dance their war ballets,
let the Zeppelins pn sent year.
In its final report the tidily county
zepp and the buzzoplane buzz I perrand jury points out numerous irreg
ceive, with chagrin, I'm no longer ro
mantic; I'm more philosophical, slight- matines m lite aiialrs ol tho county
offices. The board or county ootamle-slcners- ,
ly pedantic.
the report says, have things
When I was much younger, more
lyric and thinner, t would have thrilled pretty badly mixed up.
me, this picturesque, bloody big antic;
Franchises for operating an elec
but I turn from 'em now to thoughts of trie power plant and transmission line
my dinner.
were granted at Mamogordo to the
For though I'm not gluttonous, gross Wildcat Miiiinr Company and for a
line to run about twenty
nor bacchantlc, 1 perceive, with chamiles to certain mines.
grin, I'm no longer romantic.
Czar, kaiser in youth 1 admired a
The Quay county fair, held al Tu
big sinner! But I turn from 'em now Cernes rl, was notable for the quality
to thoughts of my dinner. New York of the display, and nearly every town
Evening Sun.
i:i the county was represented.
Mi tills Vulley pear growers have
Monster of the Deep.
received II. 214. 75 for two cars of
That there aro monsters in the Bei pears shipped to eastern market
has been proved by the shooting tht season, which bfQttfM 0B0 dollar lhli
per
other day near Malta of a creature box, net, ,,1,1, ail the costs ol packing
3,001
and
of gigantic proportions
ami handling were paid.
pounds In weight.
It proved to be
The large threshing machine bought
cachalot, or sperm whale, the male ol
which sometimes attains a length ol as a public utility by a syndicate of
men exploded while at work on
seventy feet. The existence of the Roy
the ranch of Wallace liicd.lcrlon, into
bl
still
therefore,
serpent,
has
sea
juring Homer Holm- -. who was work
proved.
tng on top of the machine at the time.
While out hunting. Harlan A. Wiley,
She Asks Too Much.
ear old son of J. B. Wiley a min
When a woman goes away to spend
Sunday, If she would give her hus- lug man at Silver City, was shot ami
lially wounded by the accidental
band directions concerning the four
teen or fifteen most Important things discharge of a shotgun In the hands
that ought to be done around th of Cornelius Cousland. a boy companhouse in her absence, instead of con- ion.
be
cerning the whole
The fourth aunuul meeting 0( the
would stand more chance of remera
New Mexico .federation of Wopiau's
bering at least some of 'em. Houston clubs will be belli in Silver City. Qot,
Post.
13 14, 15 ami 10. far the transaction
of the regular business of the federa-lioWhat He Old.
and the biennli I election of offi"After earning a certain amount,' cers.
propounded Mr Blrchrod, tho teacher
Charles P. Downs, a former member
s
of It and lost
"I spent
of the legislature, his accepted u posiof the balance, winding us tion us
assistant dUtrict attorney, and
"About
What did I have?"
with $3.
will enter District Attorney Hamil1
Judge,"
the
answered
eight drinks,
ton's office at Carri .,.
boy at the foot of the class. Louis
A pumotor saved the life of' Tony
.
vllle Courier-JournalEnero, tin employe of the Mini, merque
gas company, who was nearly asIts Strong Appeal.
phyxiated from leaking gases while
Jail,"
said
thing
one
'bout
"There's
working under a stove.
mighty
a
makes
"that
the
The corporation coiumlssiouers hare
us."
ot
strong appeal to most
out railroad maps of New Mcxl
.'nt
"What's that?"
co to teachers of various
"You don't gel no muslo with your where It is believed theyrural school.
will assist
meals "
in the teaching of geography
troubles-the-

world-winne-

1

fifty-seve-

n

two-talrd-

five-sixth-s

W.

at luncheon. All through the meal the
shells whistled and screamed overhead,
and the dishes rattled constantly on the table.
When the meal was over the proprietor called us to witness whst bad
happened to the far wing ot the ho-

WILLIAMS.

Paris. With several other representatives of American newspapers I
was permitted to pass several days in
"the sone of military activity" on credentials obtained at the personal request of Ambassador Herrlck, that we
might describe the destruction caused

m
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AT

Western NttiMper I'nlon Mew gar SS.
Alhtn nerque. N M. Kxhlblts, agri

cultural and livestock, race horses,
show pi ople and citizens poured Into
Albuquerque from nil directions for by tho Oermans in unfortified towns.
opening Monday of the thirty-fourtAlthough I hsvo given a pledge to say
annual New Mexico slate fair.
Tho nothing concerning the movement of
New Mi xlco fnlr this year promises to the troops or of certain points
visited.
break all records for attendance. The I am permitted now to send a report
year has been one of unusual pros of a part of my exp Henees.
perlty ior farmers and stockmen, and
We crossed the entire battlefield of
r suit the exhibit departments
as
the Marne, passed directly behind tho
are crowded and attendance Ironi th lines of the battle on the Alsne, ac:id
farm
livestock sections was cidentally getting under fire for an
heavy.
entire afternoon and lunching In a hoThe fair commission offered pre tel to the orchestra of bursting shells,
mlnni- nrercgatlng $20,000 and every one end of the building being
blown
one oi ihe twenty-el- s
counties was away during the bombardment.
represented.
We witnessed a battle between an
Thi:. year's program was elaborate armored French monoplane
nnd a
and Included, in addition to the cus- Herman battery, and also had
the extomary fair features, a race meeting, perience of being
accused of being
as .the final event of the Ssjitn Fu fierman spies by
wearing
twofnen
circuit, and a frontier exhibition cele- Kngllsh uniform, wljj on falling to the
acbration in which 2't" Navajo Indians, count for their own Cerman accent,
the be-- riders and ropers in the were speedily taken away under guard
South', st, and United States cavalry- w Ith their
numbers up." as the French
men from border posts iNirtiripnteit. commandant expressed
what awaited
Fourt. a conventions of statew ide thm.
mi mb ship and Interest
were held
Likens Battle to Cyclone.
during fair week.
On account of our exceptional credentials we were able to see more
lecond Attempt to Burn Normal,
actual war than many correspondOver City. A deliberate attempt ents, who. when they learned that
to bun: the main building of the New permits to get to the front were not
Mexho Normal school was made when forthcoming, went anyway, usually)
unknew persons poured a quantity falling Into the hands of the military
(letting arrested has
of ken sene over the rear door of the authorities,
been the chief business, of the war
baUdln anil set It afire.
A young
son of .). r: Roy bal, caretaker, dis- correspondents In this war, even our
covered the blaze soon after It startaccidental view of the fighting being
ed ami gave the alarm
Roy bal, as- sufficient to cnuso our speed) return
sisted by students from the boys' to Paris under parole.
doing over the battlelleld of the
dOMnltory, responded and succeeded
In extinguishing the lire before it nail Marne, we found the battle had folmade much headway.
This attempt lowed much the same tactics as a cyto destiny the normal was the second clone, in that In some places nothing,
within a week. Several nights age not even th" haystacks, had been dissomcoti. entered a room on the turbed, while iu others everv'hfrrg
(round loor poured kerosene about the villages, roads and fields, had been
the floor and applied a match. The utterly devastated by shells.
We talked with this inhabitants or
fire, after charting a portion of tin.
rloor and the woodwork around the every village and always heard the
window, burned itself out. Following same story that during occupation
the second attempt ut arson student! the GeruBUS hnd offered little trouble
mulntaineil an
watch on tin to the civilians and had confined their
building working in relays.
Ofttosrs activities to looting and wasting the
provisions: also that when retreating
are Investigating the matter.
they had destroyed all the food they
is attributed to vandals.
were unable to carry.
Fire Baptism In Church.
Big Game Preserve Planned.
Our baptism of (Ire appropriately
víanla Ké. Hume ami Fish Warden
Trinidad C. de Baca Issued a sura" came while we were In a church. At
preserve license to Qeorge II Kowlei, noon of the second day we motored
Jr of Folsom. Mr. Baca explained Into a deserted village and were
thai he has received a letter from Mr. stopped by a sentry, who acknowledged our credentials, but warned us
Fowler stating that he desires to havii
gante park oi preserve In or near If we Intended to proceed to beware
IH
Clniurion Canon. Union county, of hullets. But there was no hostile
known as Croscella ranch, to keep sound to alarm us.
As we drove carelessly over the
mule deer and some game birds. It is
brow
of a hill where the road dipped
said Mr. Fowler has 60,000 acres set
down a vulley Into the town we were
spun for this purpose.
In direct line with the Cernían lire,
as great hob's In the ground and fall
Escapes.
Murderer
en trees testified.
Sunta Fe. It. K. Baton, a convict
It Is a wonder our h!g motor car
Under a sentence of rorty years '"oi was noi an Immediate mark. On the
murder from Grant county, escape! way we noticed a church steeple shot
from a road camp at San Mareta!. A completely off so. after finding an Inn.
r urd. has been offered tot his cap where the proprietor came from the
tuie.
cellar and offered to guard our car
and prepare luncheon, we decided first
to examine the church. The
Notaries Appointed.
explained that we had come during
McDonald has
Santa
appointed Stephen Rumond, of Uñate, a lull in the bomhardment. but the siLincoln county, and Ah in .1. Tbull, of lent, deserted place lulled all sense of
Watrous, Mora county, notaries public. danger
Shell Hits Sanctuary.
The verger showed us ovor the
First Day Nursery In State.
church and we were walking through
Roswell. RosHiil now has (be first
the ruined nave when suddenly we
day nursery established in New Mexia sound like the shrill whistling
co, the Federated Missionary Societies heard
of the wind
of the city having opened their new
"It begins ugain," our conductor said
estaiillBhment.
simply
As the speech ended we heard a
Civil Service Examinations.
loud boom and the sound of falling
Santa Fe. Secretary BeriirdinelH of masonry as the shell struck the far
the local civil service hoard has re- end or the building
ceived announcements of the followWe hurried to the hotel, the shells
ing civil servile examination-- , to be screaming overhead. We saw the build
held in Sauta Feings tumbling into ruins, glass tailOct. 11. Dairv
$1,800 ing like fine powder, and remnants of
'it'll per year; ferryman, $1,080
to
furniture hanging grotesquely from
per venr.
scraps of masonry.
$4
Oct. 20.per
All my life I had wondered
what
diem
would be the sensation if I ever was'
()t. HI. Turin assibtant und as under tire would I be afraid? To
n
in foreign trade marks. $1,400
my Intense relief I suddenly became
of three foreign lanla knowledge
ft'tallstlc. I was under fire with a
guages Is necessary!; bookbinder, in vengeance, but instead of being afraid
the government printing office, at $1
kept suylng to myself:
to $.' per diem: linotype machinist in
"Being afraid won't belp matters;
the government limiting office, at CO besides, nothing will hsppen It we
cents per hour.
just keep close to the walls and away
from the middle of the streets."
FoilCharged With Theft of Ore.
Accusers Taken as Spies.
Silver City. Alter a hearing befoM
Ou the way me wet two men In
who later deJustice of the Peace W. H. NeWOOmb, tiugUsh uniforms,
John T. Ogelshy and his two sons. nounced us as spies We hailed them
Waller Ogelsby and Jeif Ogelshy, to and they replied that they had been
gel her with
Frank Moreno, were cut off from their regiment and were
bound over to await the Notion or thfl now fighting with the French.
Just
next grand Jury on u charge or lar- as luncheon was announced eight solceny of ore from a mine anil also or diers tiled into the hotel, arrested us
dlspn- lug of titulen ore,
slid marched us before the comuiand-snt- .
who saw that our papers were
Otero Wants Road Bond lisus.
all right, but suggested that on account of the dangerous position we
Alumogordo. Otero count v U circu
lating
petitions aiklng the county leave as soon as possible. We asked
OOUiiulssiouers to cull an election to permission to finish our luucheon.
It was lucky that we were arrested
vote on the proposition to Issue $100,
The hnnil Im. then before the accusation that we
nln in honda for roads
íiic Is favoredlu view of the DSi il ol were spies for when that question
roads, because a special levy would arose there was no doubt lu the mind
take the money out of the pockets of a the commandant concerning us. so
thi taxpayers at a time when the war nur sccusers' charge merely reacted
ihroad is ran slim tight mom whir, upon themselves.
Pert of Hotel Wrecksd.
1 bond Issue on the other hand would
During the episode of arrest there
tiling iu money from l be outside to he
was another lull in the bombardment,
ill spent st home
which begun again as ws were seated

--

tel.

dew n.

For ten minutes we saw shells
bursting all about It. At times it was
lost in smoke, but when the smoke
cleared away there was the monoplane
still blazing away, always
mounting to a higher level and finally
disappearing toward the French
lines.

l

all-nig-

Tin-wor-
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It was demolished.

"Alert" bad Just been sounded snd
the eollders were running through the
Btreets. We ran out In time 10 see a
building fall hair a block away, completely filling the street by which we
entered the town an hour earlier.
In a few minutes we heard the sharp
crackle of Inrantry about half a mile
away and had a sudden desire to get
away before the automobile retreat
was cut off. Just then we heard the
sound of an aero engine overhead. It
was dying so low that through a
glass we could easily see the whir
ring propeller.
Germans Fire st Aviator.
The machine was mounted with a
rapid-firgun, which was trying to locate the i;.t man gunners, who Immediately abandoned the destruction
of the town In an attempt to bring it

'

There was another lull in tho cannonade and we were permitted to
puss down the street near a river,
where, by peering around a building
we could see where the German batteries were secreted in the hills. We
were warned not to get Into the street
which led to the bridge, as the Oermans raked that street with their
tire ir a person appeared.
We then
took advantage of a lull in the Urine end departed to the south at 70
miles an hour, to beat the shells If
any were aimed our way as we
crossed the rise In the hill.
Shells Strike 100 Years Apart.
We passed the night at a village
bad
where considerable execution
been done by Cerman shells. We saw
In a
ono curious effect of them.
historic building near the city hall
there was a shell Imbedded in the
wall with a plate fixed beneath It
showing it struck there in the year
IK14.
Just next to it was an ut. exploded shell of 100 years after sticking In the wall.
We again struck out toward the
battle line, but when we were within sound of the tiring the authorities
decided we had seen enough of wsr
and detained us for two days as
guests of a regimental staff, which
was quartered in a courtyard. There
we were privileged to see how the
French soldiers lived and became such
hardened lighters as they were proving thsmserlVeS to be. We ate with
them and slept with them In the straw
until orders came to send us to Paris.
As we were leaving our cowyard the
authorities grubbed another group of
correspondents, four in number, headed by Rlcbaid Harding Davis. They
were ordered to ucconipany us to
I'aris iustead of passing several days
iu i be straw sampling hardtack and
army fare.
Tells or Horrors of Wsr.
Ixndon The Standard correspondent, F. St. Beaman, writing from a
town In France, says:
"The feurful horrors of war can
Dfjver be grasped by seeing the carefully tended wounded who come back
to England and hearing tbelr tales,
however gruesome, while there Is
scarcely a day In any of the French
towns near the armies that does not
bring with it some live terror from
One example will suffice
the front.
to point out this truth. Four days
ago the hospital corps and volunteers were notified that a convoy was
expected
Towards midnight It arrived, bringing French and Oerm&n
wounded. The latter w ere abandoned
by the OerinuiiB In Senile when they
retreated after setting fire to the
town.
"We had had many trains of wound-- '
il before, and all necessary arrangements were made as usual, but when
this convoy arrived even the most
hardened bud to summon all fortitude
to the task of emptying the carriages.
When a man had a broken leg or
arm or a bullet through his lungs the
skilled ambulance staff soon bad blm
comfortably backed, but here were
human vestiges so mangled that It
was difficult to find a place to touch
them without causing screams and
An Insufferable rharnsl houss
moans
stench pervades the whole night air.
Laid Out Four Days.
"Most ot the wounded had lain for
four days and nights where they had
fallen before being picked up. and
had not yet had their wounds examined, much lesH dressed
Under the
burning sun and myriad of tiles snd
under later rains they bad been left
to suffer the tenure ot pain, hunger
and thirst until It wss a marvel they
still breathed.
"The state of tbelr wounds cannot
be guessed and does not bear descripIt wus three o'clock In the
tion.
morning b:fore they could be disposed of In hospttab.
Even 14
hours later all had t,ud first dreaalng.
The Oermans were far tje worst casea,
for tbe French fire seemed to have
been much more destructive, and
when It does not kill outright ravagee
horribly. After four days msny died
and we had to shift them again, sueh
of them

ss

could be moved "
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IS CELEBRATED

deep ihlirest lu the wfcllare of col- ored girls In the South, in which
work her father waa interested before
her. In fact, Spelman pater eatab-- i
llahed the Spelman seminary at Atlanta. Ua., for nagro girls, and since
hia death thia inatltutlon haa been
aupported by Mra. Rockefeller.
Mrs Hockefeller s chief occupation
in life has been the rearing of her
rour children. Another child died In
Inrancy
Society never claimed her
from her children and ahe never haa
had any intereat that waa conaidered
us approaching her family in Impor-

BY

THE CIMARRON PUBLISHING COMPANY.
ALB. E. SCHROEDEK.

-

Owner

TAXATION AND RKVENUE.
Under the present system of taxation, New Mexico has
the lowest assessed valuation and the highest rate of taxation in the union, and if we intend to make our state at
tractive to investors nnd home seekers we must have a fair
ami honest valuation of property and a lower rate of taxation. We consequently believe that all taxable property
o whatsoever kind or character should be assessed at its
full cash value and the rate of taxation reduced accordingly, and we favor the enactment oí legislation having for
its purpose such object. Democratic State Platform.
Mr. Voter, you are the one person in the state to
whom the Democratic party appeals for support. Some
of you are Democrats who are reading this, and to yoú it
is directed. Can you Mr. Voter; can you point out one
word in the above plank that assures you a saf ing of one
cent on your taxes? You are the one who is affected by
the brazen dullness of the Democratic party. Ask your
Democratic leader whether this plank if adopted will reduce your taxes one iota. Insist on him telling you.
How cunning the platform deals with the most vital
question in the state. A child of the 6th grade knows that
it is either absurd ignorance or supreme gall to impel any
vntpr to le in favor of such haphazard democracy. It is a
petrified scheme of the Democratic oligarchy to brush
the dew drops of justice and substitute it with Democratic
mockery that amounts to ntll. A scheme that speaks for
the most outrageous deceit with which to foil the minds of
the voters. It matters not whether the assessed valuation
is returned at its full cash value or one third thereof, the
taxes in either instance will not 1k lowered.

THE ROCKEFELLERS
Wife of

Oil

King,

at

Seventy-Fiv-

e,

Realizes Life's Ambition.
SOME GLIMPSES

OF HER LIFE

tance.

Mra.

Points

New York. In a secluded comer of
the state of New York,
ipiiet little
old woman of eeventy-flvyeara en
Joyed tbe realization of her her life s
ambition on Tueaday, September I.
On that morning she attained her
(olden wedding anniversary - the goal
of her existence. Surrounded by all
the luxuries that belong to the wife
of the richest man In the world, she
carea only for the pleasures of the
thrifty housewife and the bestowing
of little charities that might be the
pride of a prosperous business man.
Mrs. John D. Rockefeller, one of the
principals In a golden wedding anniversary that is golden In every sense,
la the personification of simplicity In
drees thought and manner.
There are plen'y of
wedding
anniversaries In these days. Rut seldom do the very rich and lesa often
do the very richest dwell together In
peace ami companionship through half
a century of nuptial experience, resisting the onslaught of time and the
wear and tear Incident to the amass

J

1

.

her children.
recent yeara when Mrs
tockereller appeared in public she a!
waya waa clad in the sume simple

style. . She wore a black silk gown
with white lace trimmings at tin
throat and cuffs, with r neat black
coat to match.
Nobody ever discovered that Mtb
Rockefeller waa greatly Interested in
the wealth that ber husband spent
his life In amamialng.
She suffered
much because of it. She Buffered when
her husband raced numerous attacks
In

husband.
Such la the fact, for though not
many know of it. John I) Hockefeller
Is a direct descendant of the reign
Ing house or England, a lineal heir or
Kdward Ironsides, once king, and of
all the succeeding rulers down to Ed
ward ill. Through the third Edward's
Hon. the eafl of Leicester, he traces
his anceatry to the daughter or the
third earl of Uncoln, who married
lohn Humpbrey, early magistrate of
Masaachusetta Ray colony, and whoa
granddaughter, Susanna Palmea, wed
Samuel Avery, progenitor of Lucy
Avery, who married Godfrey Hockefeller, the grandslre of John D.

a

..j
Adolph Hill is going down hill at a 2:4o clip.Hoo ()ob!

.00

Globe-Wernic-

Office Furniture and Supplies

ke

Desks, Filing Cabinets, Latest Improved Sec
tional Book Cases and Unifiles

Shot Bull to Save Children.
Logtown, Ark Mra. J. L. Roberta
of l.ogtown aaved her two aons, four
and all years old, from death by shooting a large bull Uiat had attacked
them. The animal knocked down the
oldest boy and waa vlcloualy pawing
him when the younger child bravely
ran to hia aaaistance. Then Mra. Roberta appeared and abot (he bull to

lu Cleve

grammar achool,
the East taught
yeara, giving up
lu Cleveland
Her moth
pedagogy for matrimony
er waa an active W. O. T. I!. worker,
and the daughter followed in her foot- atepa. She waa Indefatigable In ber
work ror temperance, for the poor,
She "went about doing
ror thoae ill

Typewriter Supplies, Oils, Ribbons,
Carbons and Type
writing Papers, Manuscript Covers
and Blank Legal Forms
Brushes, etc.,

and magazines that

her.
She never sought to buy titles ror
her children, though she might eaally
have done ao. And she never aspires
to the title of "oil queen" or any other
queen, though ahe has some excusa),
for the blood of royalty actually
flows In the veins of her "oil king"

average phyaical size, abe was
of the aweeteat disposition
The voters cannot be fooled this year into voting the must kindly thought. She was and
the
of Harvey Hue) Spelman,
Democratic ticket. They have had their fill of such pros-- ! duuijiter
emigrated
from
his
who
native Massa
peritv that forces industries to close their doors.
chuaetts to Akron, ().. where he be4 came
a aucceaarul dry gooda mer- He waa an educator and a
chant
Will Mr. bergusson have the sagacity to come before m(,mber of ,he Ohio legislature. ,n
ru"1 congregationaiiat and .hoi,
the people and say he kept his party pledges? He will be ilnniat
w. . ...i
lie remni eri in

elected as corporation commissioner.

i

rhese inks are a guaranteed product, it flows freely, does not gum
and is made for a high and drv climate. "It's All Write."

Cimarron Publishing Company
For Good,
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Up-to-da- te

Merchandise in Boots, Shoes, Clothing, Dry
Goods, Notions, Hats, millinery, Trunks, Fur- Tin- c
a fnpt
r.hinfl , WiMulen
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ass

Wall Paper, Drugs and Stationery.
GUARANTEED
QUALITY
AND
PRICES

I ware,

Matkin

Company

Supply

Mail Orders Promptly Attended To

Cimarron Transfer Co.
MM

J.

attended
and after a course

In
ror Ave

W.

Camping Parties of Four or More Taken
to the Mountains in Auto Truck at

Phone 56

Rates.

BURIAL

IN

THREE

GRAVES

Waahlngton Man In Hia Will Provideo
for Wide Scattering of Hia
Mortal

Remains.

Washington. The cremation of his
body and a distribution of his ashes
In the gravea of his parents and bis
wife are directed by the will of John
S. Cameron, who died recently. The
teetament is dated November 25. 1V13.
John 8. Cameron, Jr., and Donald P.
Cameron, aons of the testator, are
named executors to carry out tbe
terms of the w ill Half of the testator's
ashea are to be Interred In the gravea
of hia father and mother In the
burial ground, Ryegate, Vt., and
the other half in tbe grave of his wife
at ilurllngton, U.
Following these items are minute directions for the erection of u monuRye-gat-

ment

In

the Ryegate cemetery.

The

Inacriptloiia on the various sides are
to show the lineal descent of the ramlly In Scotlaud from tbe eigbteeutb

century.

Screw Driver In Coat Kills.
Chicago. A small acrew driver carried in hia Inside coat pocket brought
,
Inalautaneoua death to Fted J.
death.
twenty-atyears old, a bookkeeper, 620 Weat Eighteenth atreet. Han-aeDapper Private Waa a Girl.
joined a party of young meu lu
Quebec, Canada Determined to g'
to war with the Canadian Iroopa, a an automobile trip to Crown Point,
Tbe car stopped before the
young woman was discovered It the lad.
full uniform of a private In the Val Crown Point town hall, liauaeu got
earlier camp, near Quebec. A aeu'ry out. When he attempted to atep baek
became suspicious of the dupper look- Into tbe automobile he slipped lo tbe
ing private and challenged him. Tbe etrMt aud did not arlae. lila frlenda
suspect was takeu to headquarters found tbe smull screw driver drives
and later placed oa train for Quebau. Into his heart.
Han-aen-

x

-

'

good."
Despite her long reaidence In New
York city and her Immenae wealth, itu
never figured in me aociety or tbe
She sought, rather, thai
metropolis
hoaptuu to visit, comfort and give

-

Pre,).

Swearingen,

Livery, Feed. Hay, Grain, Coal and ice

highest qualities.
In recent years she has been in very
infirm health. Rut for the tender and
persistent care which she has received
at the hands or her husband she would
probably not have lived until now.
Tbe best or everything has been given

-

After reading the argument of John M'Teer, we are
more than ever convinced that Hugh H. Williams will be

per quart

per quart $ 1.25

per quart 70c

hr

-

L. I. Taylor is one of the heavy taxpayers in this county and his interests are yours. He is not an orator, but
Providence has bestowed him with sound horse sense.

per (iiinrl 70c

The church Interests of this richest

v.ri-ocrati- c

when
land ahe

92

NO

wire have always been important In
her eyea. She waa originally a Congregationaiiat. but upon
marriage
tranalerred her allegiance to the Baptist denomination or her husband, ml
la now a member or the Euclid Avenue Haptlst church in Cleveland.
As
long as her health permitted, ahe
waa never absent rrom her pew on
Sunday.
Hut It la in her home that she shows
to her best advantage. To her guests,
ahe la a hoatess royal. Always she
talks or thoae aubjecta which are
cloaeat to the hearts or those she en
tertains - the rare secret or a success
She makes all reel at
rul hostess.
ease at once. There Is nothing or the
snob In her. Lovable and companionable at all times, she Is a woman to
w hum
wealth has brought no change
of character save to emphaslxe Its

1

waa a child,

newspapers

had to do with his methods or making
money and she suffered when he was
i he defendant
In several government
prosecutions that were brought on for
the same reason.
Hut that practically waa the only Intereat she had In the money credited
to her huaband's account at the bank
or hia numerous banks, to be exact. Any bualneaa man with an income or $t,000 a year could have pro
vided hia wife with the aame luxuries that Mra. Rockefeller enjoyed.
Most of the charities of the Rockefeller family were left to the husband
or hia aids to handle.
Mra. Rockebestowing
feller, however,
enjoyed
funds in certain directions herself
A needy distant relative was Incapacitated. A borne was built and given
to him free of all cost by Mrs. Rockefeller.

-

'
unavoidably detained for certain reasons?

chil-

During

e

rt

hr

lo

aWia

i

Rockefeller trained

dren in the ways of thrift Jual aa ahe
might have done if she had expected
that they would be compelled to make
their own way in life. 'She aet them
an example In thla reaped In her
manner or dreaa and In the direction
or ber houaehold, even when this
Involved the great home and gronndn
at Pocantlco Hills, Tarrytown, N.
V
Her social cirrlee always in
cluded only the old rrVenda or the
ramlly friends made during the earl
daya when nobody suapected that John
Rockefeller. coinnilaslon merchant. ever
would be the rlcbeat man in the world.
Even thla limited number or rriend
orten waa neglected in order that the
mother might devote all or her time

tha Career of a Woman
Never Before Given to the Public
Family Waa Always Har
First Conelderatlon.
In

EHERGENCY REVENUE LEGISLATION
That there is no necessity for raising additional
now is clearly admitted by the president in his
of Seotember 4. that the government has $75,000,000
on deposit with national banks distributed throughout the
country. From this statement, and it is verified by the
treasury statement the government has now on deposit in
the national banks $75,000,000 at two per cent interest.and
it is subject to call. In addition to this there was in the
treasury on September 23, about $44,000,000, so on that
day there was on hand and available nearly $120,000,000.
Until this amount is greatly reduced why should the administration levy a tax upon the people of $105,000,000 an
John O. Rockefeller.
nually, as is proposed by a bill in Washington, when we
of fortune and all the liurdena
are at peace with all the world? It means that rather Ing
that money bringa until they reach
than take money belonging to the United States deposited an age sufficiently ripe to plan for
golden weddings.
with banks at 2 per cent interest, the administration would 8o the
Rockefeller anniveraary,
tax the people. It means "a bill taxing the people to aid which fell on September was unique
In many waya.
certain favored national banks."
It waa In Cleveland. O., on a bright
day In 1864 that I .a lira
The Republicans in 1898, when it was necessary to autumnSpelman
and John P. Rockefelraise revenue by taxation in time of real war, did not pass ler took their nuptial
vowa. The bride
and the bride
any river and harbor act. The river and harbor act was groom waa twenty-fivwaa almost the same age, her birthmembers
of
some
the
in
order that
passed at this session
day succedlug her wedding day.
Their romance had its foundation
of congress can secure some of the "pork."
In an
when both
There has been a gradual tailing off in customs duties were In acquaintanceship
giammar school at Cleveland,
ripened after Miss 8pelman had
under the Underwood law since it went into effect, just as and
Mulshed her educatlou at a boarding
was predicted prior to its passage. The first seven months school in Worceater, Mass.. and reof this year noticed a decrease of $23, 360, 54'). 49, as during turned In 1859 to Cleveland to teach.
Mr. Rockefeller had been a clerk In
the same period in 1913, of the customs receipts. The war a Cleveland commlsalon house, but
have the bout ,nl ,lme n " ered into the
had not yet started, but the . administration , would
,.
partnership of Clark & Hockefeller In
.
the commlsalon bualneaa. and laid the
people oelieve inai me war is ine cause oi inis.
i til v
foundation for hia fortune In furnish
virtnp
r'íAMuí
u
ic
tan.-Demo
a
with
the
...
..
.
tint
,
...
. '1
......
....
.1 H II
Ing food aupplies to the nlon army
.
of the civil war
Hia
cratic party wnen u is in me majority unu uas uie power at the outsetagreed
to wait for him
aweetheart
Anmm not autakati thiw'
,1..
.Uo
It
.lakas
...
.
w uv
"
e..-unt he nad flrmly e.tabllahed him
You. kind reader, have the power to change this con- - self, and their wedding was deferred
of his com
fi
XT
Alé.1
n n - UnM John' wlth ,he
I.
.,r Smw1
i .,,1 W I f..r
........
MIWVH lB Hvrwawi ...
mBilon business invested, launched
j".
cial lenefit to oust Mr. bergusson and elect the Republican into the oil industry with Andrews
i'WA Clark & Co., in 1862.
VI Gf..
wwwvsw
l"c if.A
The atory of how Rockefeller roae
canuiuaie lor BungrctM. tvP...
MHJ
subsequently by the forma
i'artv irave vou prosperity and was your friend, and it will tothmfortune
of the successive concerns or Wllcontinue with your support. Can you say this ot the Uem- - ,,,, Rockefeller Co.. and the
on com pa mea. euimtnatparty? This party today is fostering Wall Street Ing" In"Jard
the Standard trust, la familiar
?.
and the trusts more than was ever known in the history of to ,lni0at every schoolboy. But what
" tMa
omn '
Do you, kind reader want
any Republican administration.
Never a atroug girl and oí leaa than
this condition to continue.'
v

And when

her children were Ikrge enough they
made their regular visita to the alck.
carrying flowers.
She haa taken a

GOLDEN WEDDING

MATKIN

SUPPLY COM'Y

Undertakers
Carry

a lull line of

COFFINS and CASKETS
TELEPHONE 20
Cimarrón, N.

M.

NOTICE.
All trespassing in the W. S. Pasture in
Colfax county, whether for tha purpose of
huntioK. tisbing. pulling wild fruit, or cutting tire wrod, or for any purpose whatsoever, without leave, is strictly prohibited
and all trespassers will be proaecutad to
the full extent of the law.

(Signed)
WILLIAM FKENCH.
for W. 8 Land Cattle Co.
There Is more Catarrh In tills section of
the Country Uimu all ullii i (iiseuHi-put
together, muí until tba last few years
was Mupputd tu be InetiraMe,
a
re
ny years
It n
prououiir,-,a
Wu
and
ibed joca)
(ties
by tonal. mil, toiling to cure
iiini-nt- .
Willi
pioniMinriil li Imui- ntili
Hriencc l o proven I'atarrh lu be a
anil tllereiOTc re
uniría ci.naiiiiiilonal treatment,
Hall's
Ciitnrrli Cure, manufactured by r, J.
Cheney
Co., Tirtctfrt, Ohio, la Uta only
Constitutional ore tm tin market. It Is
taken Interualli. II litis die elly On the
blooil ftntl mucous aut'facee of I he ayntem.
They offer one hundred doljara for any
caw- It
o cure. Men. i for lirenlara
(ttH-iu-
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MRS. BO SWEENEY AT CAPITAL

EAR WINS

DECISION

Wife of Naw Assistant Secretary of

Interior

THECENllBOMAN

Reaches Washington
Seattle.

TW

From

MlMlnfl

Member Brought
Court by Owner.

Into

Washington. Mra. Bo 8weeney la
the wife of the new assistant secretary of the Interior and has recently

FMHlOf

Tjflk

Woman Refuses to Undo Bandaged
Head, But Convinces Judge She
Waa One Ear Lasa by Displaying Ralle In Glaae Jar.
Naw York. -- Mra. Bdlth

emrr

t:rx

till

aa

J
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HAPPY

leading publish rs of magazines have joined with us in one of the greatest subscription
ever put out in this country. Through this combination everybody will be able to get a
yearly subscription to three magazines in combination with our weekly paper at practically the price
different
of our paper alone. J In this list you will find forty different periodicals formed into thirty-fiv- e
chibs. Each club has 3 magazines, except one Special Club which has four magazines; some of these magazines sell for as much as $1 a year. They are all good and cover a large variety of choice reading matter,
including History, Music, Religion, Education, Fashions, Fancy Needlework, Illustrated Current Events,
Home Decorations, Fiction, Literature, Drama, Art, Science, Inventions, General Farming, Dairy Farming,
Live Stock, Vegetables, Fruit and Poultry.
On account of the (plendld contract we have made with the publisher of these magazine, we are able to give our reader a

SEVERAL

HOiSl

choice of any one of the club in combination with our paper one year for $2.00. Just 25c more than the price of our paper alone.
Thla offer is mad J to everybody. If you have never subscribed to our paper before, we ask you tc take advantage of this offer.
If you are a subscriber to our paper we ask you to renew so that you too, may get 3 magazines extra. Look over the list and select
tbe club you like best. Send your order today or give your order to our representative or call at our office when in town. If you
are now a subscriber to any of these magazines and want to renew just send your order to us snd we will have your subscription
entended. If your subscription to our paper la past due, we advise you to pay up and take advantage of thla bargain. If you are in
the habit of buying your magazinea through other channels, we ask you to Justly compare our clubs and price with that of any
other offer you receive. You, no doubt, are now a subscriber to some of these periodicals. You can save money by sending your
renewal order to us. Here ia a chance to get your home paper and a yearly supply of good reading at a real bargain. If you want
one or snore of theae magazinea sent to different addresses, just mention it.

v,

Kimball's
Dairy Farmer.

TELL ALL YOUR FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS ABOUT THIS BIG OFFER

CI.'
(with

Ma A

be

0ur Paper and Any One of These CIubs$2.

$2. "

IB

MrCall'a
Farm Life
Everyday Llfr

bps

H No. 1
fr
pattern)

CLl'H No. a

Woman's World

Peoples Popular Monthly
Gentlewoman

CI.tTB No. 3

Hearth and Home
Farm Life
Houihold Mag-- line

mmm
Mra.

arrived

Bo Sweeney.

Fruit Grower

Washington from Seattle

in

Ci.flt

American Woman
Farm Life
Household Ouest

C KEEN'S

No. 4

lili

No. S
Today's (with free pattern)

Sweeney Is a very baudsome
woman und will probably take an lin
portmit part In the social affairs ol
the capital next season.

Farm Life
Household Magazine
:i i n No. e
Today's (with free pattern)
Everyday Life
Gentlewoman

MAN WORE TACK BELT IN BED

Fancywork Magazine
Everyday Life
Woman's World
CLUB No.
Farm and Fireside
Woman's World
Home Life

Mra.

fCLI'II No. 7

Huaband Tells Court It Prevented
Wife From Waking Him Judge
Advises Arbitration.

"My order la final," said Magistrate
Levy
"Well, then, hare It la." she said,
Salem, Miss. Herbert Bye of this
holding up a glass Jar. "This is It in
years old, an Knglish-niacity, thirty-fivalcohol.
The doctors up at Harlem
by birth, was before Judge Sears
hospital did this for me, so I could In
the district court on a charge of
bring It to court and not have to take
support
the bandagea off. They said that im"My husband goes to bed every
might prevent the wound from healing
night at ulne o'clock," Mrs. Bye told
ao quickly."
tbe Judge. "If I have not been In the
Even Magistrate Levy was forced bedroom at that hour he has locked
to smile, but he said that that waa the door and refused to admit me. He
evidence enough for him that her ear lias been wearing a belt with tacks
waa not where It belonged
lie then sticking from it. and several times 1
aald that he would hold the prisoner have been cut by the points."
Placing the
for a further hearing.
Bye admitted he has been using a
bottle back in tbe satchel. Mrs. Mat tack belt, but pleaded extenuating
thews walked from the court as if cumstancea. Judge 8ears asked an
nothing oat of the ordinary bad hap- explanation and Bye said
pened.
"1 have to rise early, and my wife
"We get some funny cases In this has been In tbe habit of going to bed
court." aald an attendant, "but when after I have gone to sleep. Then she
thayvatart bringing evidence In bottles would bump against me and my aleep
it la pretty nearly the limit. I don't vtaa frequently Interrupted.
know what kind of evidence we will
"1 got a piece of leather belting and
have brought to ua next."
hammered tacks through from the In
Hide, so the points protruded. After
I began
wearing It my wife stayed on
IN LONDON
NOTED WOMAN
her own side of the bed.
"Several times my wife has been
Mrs. James B. Euatla Recipient of
angered and has tried to choke me,'
Many Courtaalea In England Beconcluded Bye.
fore War SUrted.
Judge Sears told Bye he had acted
child, and advised
London. Mra. James B. Kustls. wife like a
arbitration.
of the former United States am bausa
"I am willing." was Bye's reply. "If
dor to franca, with Mra. Linda Thorn
my wife will apologize for disobeying
my order not to go walking with her

CM'II No. 8

Farm and Home
Woman's World
Household Guest
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CLUB No.

FOUGHT OVER THEIR SPOUSES
Two Women Met on Public Road Near
Homea and Quarreled Ovar
Merits of Their Husbands.
Mrs. Blanche
years old, and Mr.
wiles,
Margar01 Blddle, aged Arty, both of
this place, fought In a public road
near their homes until Mrs. Blddle
They came to
was nearly killed.
blows while comparing the merits of
Md.

their husbands.
After both had been pounded In the
face, Mrs. Wiles grabbed bar adversary by tbe hair with oue hand and
beat her over the head with a' pointed
flint rock until blood spurted from a
fosen cuta.
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Good Stories
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Everyday Life
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Todsy's (with free pattern)
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Farm Progress
Woman's World
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Poultry Item
Today's (with free pattern)
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Boya' Msgsslns
HomeLi fa
Qentlewoman
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Kimball's Dairy Farmer
Home Life
Gentlewoman

Ct.l II No. IS
Today's (with free pattern )
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Home Life
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Successful Farming
Home Life
Everyday Life
CLUB No. ao
Farmer's Wife
Home Life
Everyday Life
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Today's (with free pattern)
CLUB No. 37

Kansas City Weekly Star
Farm Life
Everyday Life
CLUB No. 38
Qentlewoman
Woman's World
Home Life
CLUB No. 39
Kansas City Weakly Star
Everyday Life
Home Life
CLUB No. SO
Southern Ruralist
Home Life
Gentlewoman
CLUB No. 31
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Home Life
Farm Life
CLUB No. 33
Rural Weekly (St. Paul)
Gentlewoman
Everyday Life
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Hsppy Hours.
Farm Life
Gentlewoman
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Farm, Stock and Home
Woman's World
Home Life
CLUB No. 33
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Today's (with free pattern)
Everyday Life
CLUB No. 24
Woman's World
Farm Life
Today's (with free pattern)
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Woman's World
Home Lite
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Woman's World
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Everyday Life
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KILLED entire time last week in hearing the
arguments pro and con whether the

Jailer Shoota and Kill
Prominent Citizen aa Mob
Assails Jail.

Kentucky

a

.

fa

j

NOTICE

AVISO.

municipality of Raton must take
Is hereby given that the property of the
El traspasar dentro del pasteo del W. S.
over and pay tbe Raton Water
tie en el Candado de Colfax con la mira d URRACA RANCH as defined by a deed
Works company tor its plant.
yaza, pezca, recoger fruta silvestre o cor- recorded July
1910, io the office oi
water company contends that the ta! maeera seca o para cualesquieraotroe the Recorder oflist,
Colfax county, New Mexmunicipality bv a resolution adopt ña sin permiso; se prohibe est rictament ico, on pages 478 and following from Staned in December, 191 1. agreed to c aquellos que asi traspasarenseran
ley McCormick to Geo. H. Webster, Jr.,
has been created a Game and Fish Preal lleno de la ley.
take steps to exercise its rights to
under licenses issued by the State
FRENCH,
serve
WILLIAM
Por(Frimado)
op
purchase the system under its
la Compnaia de Heces del W. S.
Game Warden ot New Mexico, on July
tion in tbe franchise, and which
nth, 1913, for a period or ten 10 years.
bound (be city to complete the
Under said license, all game quadrupeds,
1

defending a prisoner
whom a mob attempted to takb from
the Jail here City Jailer E. J. Parrls
shot and killed Eugene Houaton, a
prominent citizen. The mob had at
tacked the jail in an attempt to get
a negro. Henry Thompson, who earlier
in the evening, after being caught in
mother."
the act of robbing the home of Henry
Mra. Bye waa ready to apologize
Mead, struck Mead In the head with
but the Judge advised her that It a hatchet, probably ratally Injuring
Tbe municipality contends that
Moreover
him. Mead, however, after being Inwould not be necessary.
n
jured, v, reached the hatchet from while it is true that such an
she need not retire nightly at nine.
wearer wak ordered Thompson's hand and Inflicted a
Tbe tack-bel- t
was adopted, that it was not
to provide for his wife and give her wound that will probably prove fatal
of the option to puran
exercise
negro.
negro
the
After
to
the
waa
2
money.
spending
u
week
also
removed to the Jail the mob formed.
chase, but was adopted merely tor
tbe purpose ot setting in motion
SLAVERS SEEK GIRL TOURISTS
Reprieved Under Shadow of Noose.
tbe necessary machinery to bring
Blue Ridge, Gu. John Wright, unStation Crowds Are Being Combed for der sentence of death at li!ue Ridge, about sucb a purchase if it could
Unprotected Women
Loiterer
had mounted the gallows and the sher- be done upon reasonable and iro-pe- r
Cared For in London.
iff was preparing for hi execution
terms.
when a message waa received from
London - Scotland yard detectives the governor granting hlan a week's'
Judge Leib will give bis decision
are cooperating with the Citizens' rexpita. It la believed Wright's sen soon in tbe matter.
committee in Ixmdon in safeguarding tence will I' commuted to imprison-uicu- t
women and girls stranded In England
for llf
because of the European war. Two
detectlvea are on duty at the AmeriHouse Full of Dead Girl.
Court In
Crowds at depots are
can embaasy.
entering
Nlsh. Servian troop
objectionable
for
combed
being
house
the
half
found
town
to prevent their forcing their border by the Autr1an. In two of
pillaged
Attentions on unaccompanied women
Session; Many
main treet every houe had been
The activities of the
and girl tourists
and In one building 20 girt
looted
steutuship speculators, spurious and were found dead.
otherwise, have given detective the
Important Cases
excuse to watch these men, though
Exchange
Students.
To
Is
to
look
mission
out for
iheir chief
London. A dispatch to the Central
white slave traders
One such miscreant In particular Is agency from Iuceme, Switzerland,
being watched for. An Amerlcau now aar that an exchange of French and
The October teim of the federal
In Antwerp found that his daughter, German student!) who have been taken
began Monday mori.ing with
court
a minor, had been lured to London. aa hostages, will take place si tne
In
llernu
legation
S.
District Judge William H.
U.
Amerlcau
gento
the
consul
American
He went
Pope presiding at Santa Fe; U. S.
eral In Antwerp, Henry W. Dledertch.
and begged him to enllat the aid of
District Attorney Summers Burk-bar- t,
the embassy aud the relief organiza Court
Sides
Assistant District Attorney
tton In Iondon In ruunlng down tbe
pair. The matter la now In the bands
C.
Wade, Jr., Maisbal A. H.
E.
of the Cltlaens' committee and the
Hudspeth
and Clerk Harry Lee in
In
police are on the track.
The grand jury was
attendance.
of
instance
number
a
parent
in
In the United States have cabled apempanelled with Charles E. Dennis
peal to tbe Citizens' committee to aee
Case of Clovis, as foreman. Tbe grand
that their daughters are put safely
juror selected were the following:
aboard ateamshlpe. Thla baa been unfailingly done by women member of
Ralph Vanderwert.Roswell Robthe committeeTbe district court consumed tbe ar! Sawyer, Farmingtou; Joseph E.
Paris, Ky.

In

Federal

as of Philadelphia, were the guests of
liouor at many function In London
prior to the breaking out of war.
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HOUSEHOLD

char-acter-

Eustis.

II

Today's (with free pattern)
Woman's World
Home Life

reso-lutio-

Bottom.
Uw twenty-fiv-

-
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Matthews'

and Mra. Bell McKay had an argument. It was so strenuous that when
the police separated the contestants
Mrs. Matthews had one ear less than
when the fight started.
The missing
member. It Is alleged, waa tightly
clenched between the teeth if her opponent. As Mrs. Matthews said. You
have to expect to have your hair
pulled In an argument, but when they
bite your ear off It Is too much."
After she had been to the hospital
and had the wound dressed, she went
to the police station, and detectives
found Dell McKay, who lives at 18
Weat One Hundred and Thirty third
street. She was taken to court, and
Mrs. Matthewa followed. She had her
head swathed In bandages, and in her
hand she carried a satchel
Hell de
nted that she had bitten off Mrs. Matthewa' ear, and Magistrate Levy demanded that he be shown.
"Do you mean I'll have to take off
theae bandages?" asked Mrs. Matthewa.
"That would hurt too much.
I couldn't do that."
"My orders must be obeyed." aald
the magistrate, and lourt attendants
went to the woman's side to help her
undo the bandaging.
Hefore they
could
reach her Mra. Matthews
reached down to the aatchel by her
side and took from It a Jar. Then
she turned to the magtstnte and said,
"Ara you sure you want to see my

B.

rjircurr

fWKMriL

i

;

ear won the derision. When Magistrate l.vy, In the Harlem court,
looked at the exhibit In the glass Jar
he didn't need any further testimony,
but was able to dlspoae of tbe case
at once, and all because Mrs. Mat
thawa had the foresight to bring her
ear with her In a Jar of alcohol.
There waa no doubt that Mra. Matthews had reason to be In court. She

Mrs. Jamea

MNU

Hears

Important Water
Works

prose-cutado-

s

1

game birds and game fish become the property ol the owner and no fishing or hunting 00 said Urraca Ranch will be permitted under full penalty of law, without
on
All trespassing
the Urraca Ranch written permission from the owner or his
property, in Colfax county, whether for the authorized agent.
No hunting permits will be ispurpose of hunting, fishing, gathering wild
fruit or cutting fire wood or any other pur sued during tbe year 1914.
pose whatsoever, without permission, is
Gao. H. Webster. Jr.
strictly prohibited, and all such trespass-se- r
will be prosecuted to the full extent
oi tbe law.
AVISO.
Geo. H. Webster. Jr.

NOTICE

Hannum, Albuquerque; O. F.Mat-kin- ,
Cimarron; William Gallagher,
Hulbert; Antonio Vega, Mogal;
Leandro Martinez, Española; C.
E. Dennis, Clovis; Ramon Muniz,
Mora; J. A. Smitb, Clovis; Adolfo
Gallegos, Santa Rosa; Alejandro
Rodarte, Sanchez; W. B. McCoy,
Roswell; E. J. Williams, Roswell;
Feliciano Samora, Old Albuquerque; Howard Simpkin. Las Vegas;
Doniciano Padilla, Hillsboro; J.O.
Hyde, Roswell; Gotario F.
Pena Blanca; A. R. Tatman,
Aztec; lose Tafoya, Logan.
It is believed that tbe grand jury
will be in session at least a week
or ten days, and that the jurors
will investigate a large number of
cases of alleged sale of liquor to
Indians, tbe introduction of liquor
into Indiun country, and several
postomce cases.
Mon-toy-

El trespasar sobre la propriedad del
rancho de la Urraca, en el Condado da
Colfax sea ya con el fin de cazar pazcan o
recoger fruta silvestre o cortar lena oi otro
fin cualesquiera sin permiso s prohiba
Y todos aquellos quienes
estrictamente.
traspasaren sarán proseculado al pleno
extanto de la ley.
Geo. i!. Webster. Jr.

Re-Open-

ed

Grand Hotel

a,

The Grand Hotel has been
re-ope-

and in the future

the dining room will be conducted at the same old rates.
Board $5.25: with room $7
Good Meals Clean Beds

Mrs. S. Smith

CIMARRON NEWS.

The Land of Broken Promises
By DANE COOUDGE

A Stirring Story
of the Mexican
Revolution

tártara

"Tkm FltkHnm

"HMmn

"TXm FaW.au.

Bad Hooker and Phil Da Uacr ara
road, owing to a revolution In Mextoo.
lo gtw. up their minina claim and return
to the United Blatas. In tha bordar town
of Oadeden Bud maeta Henry K ruaar, a
wealthy miner, who makaa him a prono
artton to return to Marico to acquire title
to a very rich mine which K rugar bad
Mown up whan ha found ha had been
jfceatexl ota of tha title tar one Aragón.
The Mexican atibaaquenlly apent a large
anm In an uneajocasaful attempt to
tha vain and than allowed the land
o revert for taxes. I looker and Da Lan-ea- y
arrtva at Fortuna near wuare the
aataa. kam aa the i:.igle Tall, Is
They engage the eervioee of Crux
Mandes, Who baa bean friendly to Kruger,
to acqulra the Utto "or them, and get a
permit to do pretuntnary work. Aragón
tirotéate and accuses them of Jumping his
canas. Bud discovers that matrimonial
snaangtai n nits prevent Men dee from per
acting a vaUd title. Phil, who baa been
paying attention to Aragon's daughter,
rada, decides to tarn Max loan and get
Cha title In hie own name. Bod objects
to Phil's attentions to 1 recta. Angón
taha In bis attempt to drive them off the
claim Rebela are reported In the vicinity Stories of rapine and bloodshed are
brought In. Bud and Phil bagta wee as
on their claim.
CHAPTER

XUI

a

Continúen.

It was glow work; glower than thsry
had thought, and the gang of Mexicans that they had hired for muckers
were marran of Ineptitude. Left to
they accomplished noth- eaeh problem they encono
to present to them some
it of Insuperable dl Acuity, to
noire which they either went Into can
ws or waited (or the bong.
To the Mexicana of Honors. Bernardo
the personification of ail
malerolnnt quail ties he bains; a
chief who had turned first gao- and than rebel under Madero
the tact that he bad at last been
out of Chihuahua and therefore
Into Sonora, made big malero- all the more Imminent
Undoubtedly, somewhere over to the

at. visare the Sierras towered like a
otoe wall. Bernardo and hia outlaw
toCowera were gathering for a raid,
ad Oka raid would bring death to 80
He wag a bad man, this Bernardo
and If half of the current atoaran
were true, he killed men when
evenr they failed to (ire him money,
and waa newer too hurried to take a
tatr daughter of the country up behind
him, provided she took his fancy.
Tea, surely ho waa a bad man bat
(bat did not clear away the nook.
for the first week Phil took charge

'

Be-ar-o.

of the gang, urging, directing and relating them, and the work went merrily on, though rather slowly. The
Mnili gnu liked to work tor Don Felipe,
fie waa so polite and spoke such good
Spanish; bat at the end of the week
tt developed that Bttw pould
more
reaultg oat of them.
mry tima Phil started to explain
jjSjftfclng to one Mexican ail the other stopped to listen to him, and that
took time. But Bud's favorite way of
a man was by grunts and
and bending his own back to
ark. Also, he refused to under
Spanish, and cut off all long- explanations and suggestions
by an Impatient motion to go to work,
watch the trabajadores obeyed with
shrugs and grins.
80 Don Felipe turned powder-maasad blacksmith.,
sharpening up the
aVIUa at MM little forge they had
and loading the holes with
when It became necessary to
tank a rook, while Bud bossed tha
saanilnng Mexicana.
In an old tunnel behind their tent
they ant a heary gata, and behind It
they stored their precious powder.
Then came the portable forge and the
snaoharatth anon, Just Inside the mouth
of the cara, and the tent backed up
ft tor protection. Por If there
la any Oae thing, next to horses, that
are wont to steal, tt Is
a-- to blow up culverts with,
or to lay 00 the counters of timorous
country merchants and frighten them
tato making contributions.
As for their horses. Bud kept them
ballad and hobbled, close to the bouse,
and do one ewer saw him without his
gun. In the morning, when he got up,
he took It from under his pillow and
hang It on his belt, and there tt
stay ad asMtl bedtime.
He atoo kept a sharp watch on tha
trail, above and below, and what few
saen did pass through were nonsntnaa
of his eye. Tharafure It traa all the
asara surprising whan, ons day, looking up auditorily from hearing at a
great rock, he saw the big Yaqul
Amigo, gaging down at Mm from
the ant bank.
Yea. tt waa the name man, but with
a dlllaran no his rifle and cartridge
halts were aha sot aval bis clothes were
torn by the brash. But the
competent smile
there, and attar a few words with Bud
he leaned nimbly down the bank and
laid bold upon the rock. They pulled
and the boulder that
Bod's gang of Mexicans morad
for the two of them.
Then migo seised a crowbar and
snipped It Into a cranny and showed
nana a low things about moving rocks.
Tor half aa hoar or moto ha worked
along, seemingly beat on displaying
hat skin, than hs sat down oa tha
hank and watched the Mexicans with
faah-iHsa-

e

If he waa hungry be showed It only
by the cigarettes he smoked, and
Hooker, studying up the chances he
would take by hiring a desertar, tot
htm wait until he came to a decision.
"Oyes, Amigo," be hallad at hast,
and, rubbing his hand around on his
stomach, ha smiled quesUonlngly,
whereat tha Taqal nodded his head
avidly.
"Stawano !" said Hooker, "ren." And
he left his Mexicans to dawdle as they
would while be tod tha Indian to camp.
There be showed him the ooflee pot
and the kettle of beans by the Ora, set
out a slab of Dutch oven bread and a
sack of jerked beef, some stewed trait
and a can of sirup, and toft htm to do
hia worst
In the course of half an boor or so
he oame back and found tt-- Taqal
sopping up simp with the tost of the
bread and humming a little tuna. Bo
they sat down and smoked a cigarette
and came to the bus loess at hand.
"Where you goV Inquired Bud; but
Amigo only shrugged enigmatically
"Too like to work?" continued Bud.
and the Indian broke Into a smile of
--

a

assent

"I reckon," assented
.i; "but don't
you say nothing. I need that hombre
in my business. Come on, tot's go up
and look at that cut I come across
an old board today, down in the muck,
and I bet you It's a piece that Kroger
left Funny we don't come across
some of his tools, though, or the bole
where the powder went off."
"When we do that," observed Phil,
"we'll be where we're going. Nothing
to do then but lay off the men and wait
constructed, and trundling them out tin I get my papers. That's why I say
to the dump wttfa the shove of a mighty don't hurry
00 hard we haven't got
hand.
oar title to this claim, pardner, and
He was a willing worker, using hia we wont gat it, either not
for some
head every minute; but though he was time yet
Suppose you'd hit this
sach a hustler and made their puny ledge "
esarrtg teem so m effectual by compari"Well. If I bit It," remarked Bud,
son, he managed In some mysterious "111 stay
with it you can trust me
way to gain the Immediate approval
Hello, what's the Taqui
for that
of the Mexicans
Perhaps it waa hia found T"
good nature, or the reAs they came up
cut Amigo quit
spect inspired by bis hardihood; per- work and, while the the
Mexicana followed
haps the qualities of natural leader- suit and gathered expectantly behind
ship which had made him a picked him, be picked up three rusty drills
man among his brother Yaquis. But and an Iron
and presented
when, late in the afternoon. Bud came them to Bud.
back from a trip to the tent he found
Evidently he had learned the object
Amigo in charge of the gang, hearing of their
search from the Mexicans, but
and struggling and making motions if be looked for any demonstrations of
head.
with his
delight at sight of these
"Good enough!" be mattered, after
tools he waa doomed to disappointwatching him for a minute In silence, ment, for both Bud and Phil had
and leaving the new boss in command, schooled themselves to keep their
he went back and started suppsr.
faces straight.
That was the beginning of a new
"Urn m," said Bud, "old drills, eh?
day at the Eagle Tail, and when De
Lancey came back from town wbitb- - Where you find them?"
The Yaqut led the way to the face
of the cut and showed the spot, n bole
beneath the pile of riven rock; and
a Mexican, not to be outdone, grabbed
up a handful of porphyry and Indicated where the dynamite had pulver"Muy bien," said Hooker with finality; "I gire Merlons two dollars a
(toy I gire yon four. Is that enough
"Si," nodded the Y aquí, and without
more words he followed Bad back to
the out. There, in half a day, he accomplished more than all the Mexicans put together, leaping boldly up
the bank to dislodge hanging boulders,
boosting them by main strength up
onto the ramshackle tram they had

f

to waft.

But to wait, as some people their mine, and he awaited their comwork In the ing grimly.
5 "H tardea," ho
said In reply to the
for the first few days they lingered rural s abrupt salute, and then he
about the mina gloating orer It In stood silent before his tent, looking
secret, laughing back and forth, sing them orer shrewdly. The rural was
ing gay songa then, as the ecstasy 1.
g
cltiten, aa many of
passed and the weariness of waiting them are, but on this occasion he
set in, they wont two ways. Some seemed a trifle embarrassed, glancing
fascination, unexplained to Bud, draw Inquiringly at Aragón. Aa for Aragón,
De Lancey to the town. Ho loft in the ho was gaging at a long line of jerked
morning and came back at night, bat meat which Amigo had hung out to
Hooker stayed at the mine.
dry, and his drooped oye opened up
Day and night, week-day- s
suddenly as he turned hiscold regard
and
he watched it jealously, lost upon Hooker.
someone should slip in and surprise
"Senor." he said, speaking with an
their secret and for company be had accusing harghneea. "we are looking
hia pet horse. Copper Bottom, and the for the men who are stealing my
Taqul Indian. Amigo.
cattle, and I see we have not far to
Ignacio was the Indian's real name, go. Where did you get that meat?"
for the Yaquis are all good Catholics
"I got tt from a deer," returned
and named uniformly after the saints; Bud; "there ts his hide on the fence;
but Bud had started to call him Amigo, you can see tt If youll look."
or friend, and Ignacio had conferred
The rural, glad to create a diverthe same name on him.
sion, rode orer and examined the hide
Poor Ignacio I His
and came back satisfied, but Aragón
job had gone glimmering In half 'a was not so easily appeased.
day, but when the Mexican laborers
"By what right," he demanded trucdeparted he Lingered around the camp, ulently, "do you, an American, kin
doing odd joba, until bo won a place
for himself.
At night be slept op in the rocks,
where no treachery could take him
unaware, but at the first peep of dawn
tt was always Amigo who arose and
Ut the fire.
Then, If no one got up, he cooked a
breakfast after his own ideas, boiling
the coffee until It was as strong as
lye, broiling meat on sticks, and went
to turn out the horses.
With the memory of many envious
toncos cast at Copper Bottom, Hooker
had built a stout corral, where be kept
the horses up at night, allowing them
to grase
In the daytime.
A Mexican insurrecto
n foot is a
contradiction of terms, If there" are
any horses or mules in the country.
and several bands of
from
Fortuna had gone through their camp
In that condition, with new rifles in
their hands. But If they had any designs on the Eagle Tail live stock they
speedily gaye them up; for, while he
would feed them and even listen to
their false tales of patriotism. Bud
had no respect for numbers when it
came to admiring his horse.
Even with the Taqul, much as he
trusted him, be had reservations about
Copper Bottom; and once, when he
found him petting htm and stroking
know,
world.

la the hardest

close-hobble- d

n

s

er be went whenever he could conjure
up an errand be found that, for once,
he had not been missed.
Hud was doing the blacksmlthlng.
Amigo was directing the gang, and a
fresh mssg of beans waa on the Are,
the S rat ketlleful having gone to reinforce the Taqul'a backbone. But they
were beans well spent, and Bud did
not regret the raid on his grub-pile- .
If
hs could get balf aa much work for
what ho fed Die Mexicana he could
well rest content
"Bat how did this Indian happen to
And youT" demanded Phil, when his
psrdnsr had explained his acquisition
"Bay, ha must have deserted from his
company whan they brought them
back from Moctexuma!"
"More n likely," assented Bud. "He
ain't talking much, but I notice he
keeps his aye oat they'd shoot htm
for a desertar If they could ketch him.
I'd hate to aee him go that way."
"Weil, If he's aa good aa this, left
take care of him!" ciad Phil with
tell you. Bud, there's
enthusiasm.
something big coming off pretty soon
and I'd like to stay around town a
little mors If I sould. I want to keep
track of things."
"Ir Instance T" suggested Hooker
dryly. It had struck him that Phil
was spending a good deal of time la
town already.
gong
'Wall, there's this rsrolntlon.
as shooting they're going to poll one
There's two thousand Mexican

Ill

LIVES A GIRL
Who Suffered As Many Girl
Do Tells How She
Found Relief.

"Two Men, One of Them a Ruralel"

deer In our country? Hare you the
special permit which is required?"
"No, senor," answered Hooker soberly; "the deer was killed by a Mexican I hare working for me!"
"Ha!" sneered Aragón, and then hs
paused,

balked.

"Where is this Mexican?" Inquired
the rural, his professional Instincts
aroused, and while Bud was explaining
that he was out In the hills somewhere, Aragón spurred his horse up
closer and peered curiously Into his

tent

"What are you looking for?" demanded Hooker sharply, and then Aragón showed his hand.
"I am looking for the drills and drill
spoon," he said; "the ones you stole
when you took my mine!"
"Then get back out of there!" cried
Bud, seizing his horse by. the bit and
throwing him back on his haunches;
"and stay out!" be added, as he
dropped his hand to his gun. "But If
the rural wishes to searcb," he aald,
turning to that astounded official, "he
is welcome to do so."
"Muchas gracias, no!" returned the
rural, shaking a finger in front of his
face, and then he strode over to where
Aragón was muttering and spoke in a
low tone.
"No!" dlasented Aragón, shaking hia
head violently; "no no! I want this
man arrested!" be cried, turning vindictively upon Hud. "He has stolen
my tools my mine my land! He has
no business bere no title! This land
Is mine, and 1 tell him to go. Pronto!"
he shouted, menacing Hooker with his
riding whip, but Bud only shifted hig
feet and stopped listening to hig ex-

cited Spanish.
"No, senor," he said, when it was all
over, "this claim belongs to my pardner, De Iancey. You have no "
De Lancey!" jeered Aragón,
"Ha!
c
suddenly indulging himself In a
laugh. "De Lancey! Ha. ha!"
"What's the matter?" cried Hooker,
as the rural joined in with a derisive
smirk. "Say, apeak up, hombre!" he
threatened, stepping closer as his yes
took on a dangerous gleam. "And let
me tell you now," he added, "that If
any man loucbea a hair of his bead
111 kill him like a dog!"
The rural backed hie horse away, aa
If suddenly discovering that the American was dangerous, and then, saluting respectfully as he took bis leave,
he said:
"The Senor De Lancey Is In jail!"
They whirled their horses at that
and galloped off down the canyon, and
at Bud gazed after them he burat Into
a frenzy of curses. Then, with the
one thought of setting Phil free, he
ran out to the corral and hurled the
saddle on hie horse.
aar-donl-

"I am a girl of 21
1 used to faint away erery
month and was very
weak.
I waa also
bothered a lot with
female weakness. I
read your little book

Sterling, Conn.

8un-dfty-

much-sought-f-

Bud Was Doing the Blackamitrnno,

IN STERLING

hard-lookin-

his nose, he shook his bead forbiddingly. And from that day on, though
he watered Copper Bottom and cared
for his wants. Amigo waa careful
never to caress him.
Bat hi all other matters, erven to
lending him his gun. Bud trusted the
Yaqul absolutely. It waa about a weak
after he came to camp that Amigo
sighted a deer, and when Bud loaned
blm bis rifle be killed it with a single
shot.
Soon afterward he came loping back
from a scouting trip and made signs
for the gun again, and this time he
brought in a young peccary, which he
roasted In a pit, Indian style. After
that, when the meat waa low, Bud aent
him out to bunt, and each time he
brought back a wild hog or a deer for
every cartridge.
The one cross under which the
Yaqul suffered was the apparent failure of the mine, and, after slipping up
Into the cut a few times, he finally
came back radiant
"Mira!" he said, holding out a piece
of rock; and when Hooker gated at
the chunk of quartz he pointed to the
ised it
"Bien," said Phil, pawing solemnly specks of gold and grunted, "Oro!"
"Seguro!" answered Bud. and going
around in the bottom of the bole; and
then, filling hia handkerchief with fine down into his pocket, he produced andirt, he carried It down to the creek. other like It At this the Yaqul cocked
There, in a miner's pan, he washed bis head to one side snd regarded him
It out carefully, slopping the vaste strangely.
"Why you no dig gold?" be asked
orer the edge and swirling the water
around until at last only a little dirt st last, and then Bud told him the
was left in the bottom of the pan. story.
"We have an enemy," he aald, "who
Then, while all the Mexicana looked
on, he tailed this toward the edge, might steal It from us. So now we
When we get them,
wait for papers.
scanning the last remnant for gold
V
we dig!"
and quit without a color.
Ah!" breathed Amigo, his face sud"Nada!" be cried, throwing down
the pan, and in some way the Mexi- denly clearing up; "and can I work
cans sensed the fact that the mlue had for you then?"
"SI," answered Bud, "for four dolturned out a failure. Three times be
went back to the cut and scooped up lars a day. But now you help me
the barren dust, and then he told the watch, so nobody comes."
"Stawano!" exclaimed the Indian,
men they could qnlt.
"No more work!" he said, affecting well satisfied, and after that be spent
hours on the hilltop, his black bead
a dejected bitterness; "no hay nada
there is nothing!" And with this sad, thrust out orer the crest like s cbuck-but by no means unusual, ending to walla lizard at he conned the land
their labors, the Mexicans went away below.
So the daya went by until three
to their camp, speculating among
themselves as to whether they could weeks had paaaed. and still no papers
get their pay. Bot when the last of came. As his snxiety increased
them bad gone Phil beckoned tiud Into fell Into the habit of staying In town
the tent and showed him a piece of overnight, and finally be wss gone for
two days. The third day waa drawing
quart!
"Just take a :00k at that!',' he aald, to a cloae, and Bud was getting restand a single glance told Hooker that less, when suddenly he beheld the
Taqul bounding down the hill In great
It waa full of fine particles of gold.
leaps and making signs down the
"1 picked that up whan they weren't
canyon.
Lancey,
Do
whispered
his
looking."
"Two men!" he called, dashing up to
eyas dancing with triumph, it's the
the tent; "one of them a rural!"
game rock the same as Kruger s!
"Why a rural?" asked Bud. mysti-flud- .
"Wall, put 'or there, then, pardner!"
cried Hud. grabbing at De Lancey 's
"To take me!" cried Amigo, atriking
hand; "we're struck It!"
violently on the breast "Lend
himself
gUn
on
dea
broad
their
with
And
your
me
rifle!"
they
silently
dsnced
ceitful faces
"No," answered Bad, after a pause;
around the tent, after which they paid "you
might get Into trouble. Run and
and bade them
off the Mexicans
hide In the rocks I will signal you
"adlool"
when to come back."
"Muy bien," said the Ysqul obediCHAPTER XIV.
ently, and, turning, he went up over
rocks like a mountain sheep, bounding
It Is a great sensation striking It from boulder to boulder until ho disrich one of the greatest In the world. appeared among the hilltops. Then.
Some man punch a burro orer the mi Bud brought In his horse and shut
desert all their Uros In the hopo of him hastily Inside bis corral, the two
achieving It once; Bud and Phil had riders came around the point a rural
taken a chance, and the prise now lay and Aragón!
Now, In Mexico a rural, aa Bad well
within their grasp. Only a little while
now a month, maybe, if the officials know, means
trouble and Aragón
wars alow and the title would ho meant more trouble, trouble for him.
Certainly, so nosy a man as Don Cipritheirs.
Tha Mexican minara, blinded by ano would not come olear to hia camp
their ignóranos, want their way, wall to help capturo a Yaqul deserter. Bad
contented to got their money. Nobody son sed tt from the start that this was
was nothing to do bat another attempt to gat possession of
drill-spoo-

d

r.

good-nature- d,

" Kim.

DhHtrmtiona by Don J. Lanrin
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miners working at Fortuna, and they
say every on of Vm has got a rifle
buried. Now they're beginning to quit
and drift out Into the billa, and we're
likely to bear from them any time."
"AM the mors reason for staying In
camp, than," remarked Bud. "Ill toll
you, Phil, I need you hero. That
dogged ledge ta lost, good and plenty,
and I need you to gay whom to dig.
We ain't doing much bettor than old
Aragón did Just rooting around In
that rock-pillot's do a little timbering, anf sink."
"Too can't timber that rook," answered De Lancey decidedly. "And
besides, it's cheaper to make a out
twenty foot deep than tt la to tunnel
or sink a abaft Wait Oil we got to
that porphyry contact
than well
know where were at"
"Ail right," grumbled Bud; "bat
seems like we're a long time getting
there. What's the newa downtown T"
"Wall, the fireworks hare bogan
again over in Chihuahua Orooeo and
Halagar and that bunch bat It seems
there was something to this Moctezuma scare, attar all. I waa talking to
an American mineas; man from down
that way and be totd mo that the federals marched out to where the rebels
wore and then sat down and watched
them cross the liver without thing on
them some kind of an understanding
between Bernardo Bra to and these
blackleg fedérala.
"The only fighting there was waa
when a bunch of twenty Yaquis got
away from their officers in the rough
country and went after Bernardo Bravo by their lonesome.
That throw a
big scare Into him, too, but he managed to fight them off and If I was
making a guess I'd bet that your Taqul
friend waa one of that fighting

yean and

'Wisdom for

Wo-

men, ' and I saw how
others had beer
helped by Lydla E.
Pinkham's Vegetable Compound, and
decided to try it, and
it has made me feel
like a new jrh--1 and I am now relieved
of all these troubles. I hope all young
girls will get relief as I have. I never
felt better in my life. "Miss Bertha A.
Peloquin, Box 116, Sterling, Conn.

"I

Massena, N. Y.
have taken Ly-d- ia
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
and I highly recommend it If anyone
wants to write to me I v. ,1 gladly telt
her about my case. I was certainly In
a bad condition as my blood was all turning to water. 1 had pimples on my faca
and a bad color, and for five years I had
been troubled with suppression.
The
doctors called it 'Anen ia and Exhaustion,' and said I was all run down, but
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound brought me out all right" Mis
La visa Myres, Bo:: 74, Massena, N.Y.

Young Girls, Heed This Advice.
Girls who are troubled with painful or
irregular periods, backache, headache,
dragging-dowsensations, fainting
spells or indigestion, should immediately
seek restoration to health by taking Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound.
n

It Helps a Lot.
Eve, for the first time in their married life, was telling Adam Just what
she thought of him.
"This is the original rib roast,"
chuckled Adam.
And that was the beginning of
grace of humor. Judge.

Weeks'

Break-Up-A-Co-

Tablets

ld

guaranteed remedy for Colds and
La Grippe. Price 25c of your druggist.
It's good. Take nothing else. Adv.
A

The first morning he forgets to kiss
when starting down town
her good-bthe honeymoon sends out the 8. O. S.
call.

Torn own

wii.i.

DRi-onis-

tkli. too

Try Murine' Bre Remedy for ll. .1 Weak, Watery
Hjra and (Jrannlatnd HyHida: No Smarting
riVa
lual Bye Comfort, Write tor Hook of th
07 mall rtaa Murine aye Hrmudy Co.. Chicago.

American railroads employ 1,315,-23personR, who last year received

9

In wages.

$1,373,830,589

Smile on wash day. That's when you uso
Hag. Illue. Clothes whiter than
All grocers. Adv.

lied Cross
snow.

It's too bad that we can't live long
without getting old.
Before going Into politics equip
self with a mud guard.

your-

W. L. DOUGLAS
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TOD OAK SATE MONET BT
WEARING V7. L. DOUGLAS SHOES.
For 81 years W. I Doualae hi.a guaranteed tha
value by harlnc hia name and the retail prtca
stamped on the aolo before the aho. a laare the fao-to-rr.
Tbta protecta the wearer acalnat
pilcae
for Inferior shoea of other makee. W.tilth
L. bougies
always worm what yuu Day for them. If
lien
you coold aee how carefully vv. 1,. tlouirlaa ehoea are
made, and la high anula I. ihei. used, yon would then
understand why they look better, lit better, hold their
aliaje and wear longer than other makee tor the. prlee.
If iba W. I. Douulat shoes are sot for aale in your
vlelntty, order direct from factory. Shoea ae.il everywhere. 1'oatare tree in the U.S. VV rite fur Illue
erase C'aliiliMrihowni how to older mail
W. U UulULAS, U0.S.uk tit., Iti.i. tu,i,.ileee.

A GOOD COMPLEXION
GUARANTEED.

USE

ZONA POMADE

the beauty powder compressed with healing
agenta, you will never be annoyed by pimples, blackheads or facial blemishes If
not satisfied after thirty days' trial your
dealer will exchange or 30c in other goods.
Zona has satisfied for twenty years try U
at our risk. At dsalers or mailed, ,,.,
ZONA COMPANY. WICHITA, KANSAS

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

BROOM CORN

Even Mors Deserving.

HAVE YOU ANY?

Beggar Mister, I ain't had nothtn'
to eat for two days
Qentleman You told me that very
same story a week ago.
Beggar Oh! Then surely boas,
you'll help a pore man who ain't had
nothln' to eat tor nine daya. Boaton
Evening Transcript.
Not In Política.

After all these statesmen havs gons

on the stand and told how they ran
their parties, every dtlsen will know
tha Ins and outs of pontics." "Tos,"
asid the Practical Parson, "but In pol
itics you dont gat anything by
tog the outs,"

WRITE US.

Coyne
Brothers
lia
W. SOUTH

WATER 6TR., CHICAGO

DEFIANCE STARCH
is constantly growing in favor because it

Does Not Stick to the Iron

and it will not injure the finest fabric. Pol
laundry purpose sit hst no equal. 16 OX.
package 10c 3 more starch lor tame money.
DEFIANCE STARCH CO., Omaha, NebraSg

W. N. U., DENVER,

NO.

CIMARRON NEWS.

Among the latest deaths on the field
of tattle Is that of Ouy de Cassagnae,
editor of the newspaper Autorlte at

EPITOMIZED

California
Asparagus
If you've never tatted Libby'a California
nipiniui, mere to a treat in tora
for yo
Grown on the alenda of
the Sacramento River, the fined
Aaparagua region in the world. Put
up trae, irom the garden a soon
ai
cat. Tender and fluvnr
Wkii w,
7
peeiea or unpeeled. Insist on Libby's.
your grocer cannot supply you, tend u. hi.
117 ron recipe
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Ubby,M?Neill

R1PORT
TBLEORAPHIC
THAT COVER THE WEEK'S
EVENTS.
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Weelern Kewepaper I'nlt.n Xewe Service
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o break ap
'mflted botter. pepper and lt
Bake eight minute.
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a quick

ON supplies

Atamo GeoHa and Oil Enclr.es.
American CeMrtrtif'l Pumps. Deep
Well Pumps. Kewaraa Hot Weter
Well Drllllnt Machinery, Wall Caslnt and Plplne. Steal and Wood
5? j
iU
,l"T'p"í" '"itailen Planta. Stock and Striate Tanka. Brora' tenulne wroufht Iron Pipes.
Etocr,c, 1LIhllnt Plante.
Motora and Ge leratora.
Leather. Rabear and Balta Beltlnt
klnd' ,or
Asbestua
Rooílnf . Pipa and Bollar Ccrertnr.
r loor"i'1
Croes. Child a Flro EitlnrDaher. Wa carry the moa complete Une oí Plumblne and
H'atlnr Supplies. Enrlneer'a Suppllaa and Equipment In the Wait. We can supply (rom our atock
on
moment a notice jour er-r- y
demand Our supplies
Guarantee, which
protect you. Get our catalotue and price Hat before you buy. are backed br our
"

"
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OTALLON SUPPLY COMPANY. 1630 15th ST. DENVER. COLO.
Good Reason.
youthful

It wat a very

class

physiology.

In

"Why," asked the teacher, "is It best
to eat soup first when ouo Is very
hungry?"
The pupils stared at her blankly.
Then Jamie enllgbteued them from
the depths of his experience.
"You ran get It down faster," he
announced.

SMALL WARS MEAN BIG POEMS
Battle Hymns Have Not
Been Inspired by Titanio Struggle Like the Present One.

Greatest

The greatest poems have been writ
ten about little wars. The Iliad was
written around a siege carried on by
a handful of barbarian chieftains
against a city of the second class. The
battle of Chevy Chase was a border
A Sound Sleeper.
upon a
"My old nag has one advantage skirmish following
expedition. And Kipling's imperial
over an automobile.
reIt doesn't
muse Is at her best when she sings
quire and Intricate mechanism to of petty
wars with colored tribesmen.
atart her."
battle Une was fat
"That's true. AH you need Is an Britain's
flung against Dervlshers and Afrids;
alarm clock to wake her up."
it was seldom brought into collision
with field lntrenchments and siege ar
The area of taxed land In Japan Is t tilery. Little war, or else
big wars
37,098,660, of which 964,710 acres are In
anticipation of retrospect, these art
residential property.
the rich soli for the poet.
A great war In the actual, the fate
of an empire truly at stake, may make
The Human Automobile poets out of the common crowd, but
subdues the poet to the level of the
The human body, like an automobile,
common crowd. Thero Is a solemn tone
changes fuel (food) Into power. When the
fuel ft too rlob, or the mixers and valves
bout Kipling's latest verse which has
are out of order, watte product clog the
Its effect. Only It Is not exhortation
machinery and reduce the power.
ve wanted, but exultation; not an apThe kidneys, like exhaust valves, should
peal, but a clarion call. When an en
carry off the waste (urio acid), but weak
tire nation is aflame the poet 1b apt to
kidneys can't. Urio aoid In excess causes
headache, weak eyet, rheumatic paint,
tad his mission rather perfunctory.
disease.
cattle-stealin-

g

far-flun-

gravel, dropsy and fatal Blight's
Doan'a Kidney Pill., help the kldneyt
fight off urio acid. It It the

PIMPLES RUINED COMPLEXION

special kidney remedy.

724 E. N. Ave., Olney, 111. "When
my trouble flrjt began I noticed little

A Colorado Case
"ear

Mrs. I A. Onatott.
Ave .
1701
Euclid
Pueblo. Colo., ttyi:

Plctaira

Cat Doaa

a

pimples coming on my face.
The;
Itched and burned so badly that I had
to scratch them and that only made
them worse. About a week later my
face was so badly covered with
pimples and blackheads that I was
ashamed. My complexion was ruined.
The pimples would sometimes bleed

"I had kidney trou
ble and rheumatic
My ankjaa
pains.
and llmba were awo.- and - I knew
something- had to biDoan'a Kiddón.
ney Pilla rid ma of
th rheumatic pain
and alio removed
I
awelltna-- .
lh
In
bava
falned
health and have had
no elan or kidney
trouble alnce "
at Any Store, SOe a Box

and fester.
"I bought a box of complexion cream
and used It but without effect. One
day I heard of Cuticura Soap and
Ointment and I decided to give them
i trial. So I got a cake of Cuticura
Soap and a box of Cuticura Ointment,
washed my face with the Soap and applied the Ointment and in two weeks
I wae completely well."
(Signed)

DOAN'S W!"V
FOSTEK MILBURN

CO.. BUFFALO. N. Y.

Constipation
Vanishes Forever
Prompt Relief

Chas. E. McGinn, May 6, 1914.
Cuticura Soap and Ointment sold
throughout the world. Sample of each

Permanent Cure free.wlth

Skin look Address postcard "Cuticura, Dept. L, Boston." Adv.

CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS never
fail. Purely vegeta
act surely JaaaaarADTcps
ble
but gently on
ITTLE
me liver.
Stop after

This Is Not th Way.
(with magazine) Here's an
article on "How to avoid war."
Hub What doeB It Bay remain sinWife

dinner distress cure
inthift-stion-

gle?

.

Improve the complexion, brighten the eyes.
SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL PRICE.

Genuine

"Are you still Interested In gardening!"
"Yes," replied Mr. Crosslots. "!
like to see gardening get every encouragement. 1 have bought an interest In a hardware store."

pArKEr'

BALSAM

HAIR

.,!

robe

ana a-

grocer.

Approval.

tolU t prwfs&rmtlon 0f merit,
to er.vl.i-atdandruff.
Far RtMtorins CaIo a nr.
Baauty lo Gra y or Faded Hair.
on.

Red Cross Bag Blue, much better, goes
thun liquid blue. Get from any
Adv.

farther

Signature

must bear

A

laRnrci
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urtayuta.
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It

beauty."
"Juno was an
"I guess if she lived in these days
she would be a peroxide one, too."

is for You 1
Hot flashes or dizziness, fainting
hysteria, headache,
pains, nervousness all are symptoms
and female disturbances and are
relief.

rrom

Bpell8i

Prescription
Favoritepromptly
Pierce's
Dr.
the
f"
i. ai,rtal ta
disease,
removes
th pain and narvoua aymutum and Uwcby brings
suppress
comfort in th placa of prolonged miwry.
by druggist for over 40 year, in Sold form, at
It ha been eold giving
general satisfaction. It can now be had In
ai no oer bottle,
tablet
form, a modified by R. V. fierce. 11. D. Sold by
mirar coated
J medicine dealer or trial box by mail on receipt of Me In alampe.
elek amanea may eonaolt ,as by letter, abaetutaU' without
Iraty
, V. UmILW'
.
.
1,1
W
I,
,.l .
ñr K."v. P1EKCE. Preelde.it. St Malo Street, Buffalo. New York
Maaaa
'H
thai Mal canas atad

rif "mi

An Increase from 73,544 to 79,22
members In the last four years was
reported at the quadrlennial general
conference of the United Evangelical
church, In session at Chicago.
Major Donohue,
commanding the
national guard of Montana, which ha
Butte under martial law, suspended
the Summary rourt and the military
commission.
He gave no reason.
The Grand Trunk Pacific Steamship Company, which suspended its
service between Seattle and Princsj
Rupert, B. C, soon after England declared war, announced that service
would be restored.
R. C. Works, an aged mining man
from Texas and Mexico, caused the
arrest at Los Angeles of Miss Frances
Lukas, a nurse, on the charge of having stolen a trunk containing $316,000
in securities and gold bullion.
The war will have no effect upon
the alie of the exhibits of German
manufacturera at the Panama-Pacifiexposition, says W. W. Schults. exposition commissioner, who has been for
several months In Berlin and returned
to San Francisco.
A special train carrying 340 horses
passed through Poplar Bluff, Mo., en
route from Fort Worth, Tex., to Toronto, Canada, where they are to be
shipped to Europe for use by the British army. A Canadian in charge of the
train said six similar trains were on
the way.
A lone bandit entered the day coach
of Southern Pacific train No. 101, the
Sunset Limited, near Colton, Cal., and
fired a shot In the air. The bullet,
ricocheted from the car celling and
hit a passenger in the leg. The robber jumped through an open window.
He robbed no one.
Within 100 yards or the Utah state
prison, a masked man held up George
A. Ooff, cashier of the Sugarhous-bank- ,
and Clifford Goff, a bookkeeper,
locked the two men in the bank vault,
took $1,52 and escaped unnoticed
rorty minutes before the two men
were able to get out of the vault and
give the alarm.
Mr. and Mrs. Victor E. Innes of Eugene, Ore., charged respectively with
murder and accessory before the fact,
iu connection with the disappearance
from San Antonio, Tex., last June of
Elois

Nelms

Dennis

and

Peruna has
Done
Wonders.

sailor.
"Summons," the stranger replied,
producing the papers. "The Interstate
commerce commission wants to know
how you killed off all competition.
You public-serviccorporations are In
for a hard winter."

Mrs. Emms
697

Stolt.

A

1

No.
a n tl c

1

8t,

Appleton, Wis,
writes: "Peruna has done m
a great deal of

I
good
alnce
Copper as Hard aa Steel.
began taking It,
There Is no process known at pres
alI
am
and
ent for making copper as hard aa
ways
glad to
steel. Such a process Is supposed to
flict had been $420,OOf
speak a good
been known In ancient times.
word for It.
Another floating mine, according to have
anyone can disrnver such a process
"Three years age I was In a
advices received at Rome, has explod- If
wretched condition with backache,
ed near Rimini. Italy, blowing up a he will have a valuable secret.
besrlng down pain, and at times was
fishing boat, killing nine of its crew
could not
How scornfully a woman who mere so sore and lame that
and Injuring a number of others.
move about. I had Inflammation and
ly powders
can
look
one
at
who
The Slowo Polskl, a newspaper pubIrritation, and although I used different remedies they did me no good.
lished in Iemberg, Gállela, says that paints!
"A neighbor who had been using
before lemberg was taken by the
A few audiences are as nnresponPeruna advised me to try It. and I am
Russians, the directors of the local
glad
that 1 did."
bankB left the town, carrying with
them tln deposits of their patrons,
Fran I; Deedmeyer, formerly American consul at Chemnltx, Germany, haa
arrived in Ixjndon with his wife from
that city. In an interview published
NFANT MORTALITY is something frightful. We can hardly realise thai
in the London TImeB he described inof all the children born in civilized countries, twenty-tw- o
per oent.,
sults that were offered hlra by Chem-nlt- r
or nearly
die before they reach one vear : thirtv-eevemobs, which were Irritated by the
per oent., or more than
before they are five, and one-habefore
they are fifteen
fact that he and his wife conversed
We do not hesitate to say that a timely use of Castoria would save a
in EncUsh.
majority of these precious lives. Neither do we hesitate to say that many
Dr. John George Adaini ot Montreal,
of these infantile deaths are occasioned by the use of nan-otipreparations.
one of the world's foremost authoriDrops, tinctures and soothing syrnpa sold for children's complaints contain
more or less opium or morphine.
ties on tuberculosis, has enlisted as a
They are, in considerable quantities,
deadly poisons.
In any quantity , they stupefy, retard circulation and lead
private in the battalion which Is being
to congestions, sickness, death. Castoria operates exactly the reverse, but
raised at McGlll university for Bervloe
you must see that it bears the signature of Chas. H. Fletcher.
Castor
In Europe.
Or. Adami presided over
causes tne Diooa to circulate properly, opens the
1908 International Tuberculoais
th
pores of the skin and allays fever.
congress in Washington and has been
Genuine Castoria always bears the signature of
showered with honors because of his
resercli work.
-

Save the Babies.

I

Miss

WASHINGTON.

n
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SPORT.
Soccer football

will become one of

Agente

SPOHN MEDICAL

Girl

free-for-a- ll

GENERAL.

Cotton condition 7:1.5 per cent of
Receipts at New York from duties
normal. Condition in Texas, 70; Ar- paid
at the cuBtom house were $424,-oib- ,
80;
kansas,
California.
Oklahoma.
of which $208.544 was for recent
96.
Importations.
Secretary Bryan made two adThe platform udopied by the Redresses in New York Sunday, the day publican
state convention at
designated by President Wilson for
Mass.. expressed "sympathy to
prayers for peace.
s
every people nuffering from the
All plans for holding (he third Interof war."
peace
at
The
conference
national
The Italian freight steamer Oree,
Hague next year have been abandoned
reaching New York from Italian ports,
it was announced at the state deport-nierfwas detained at quarantine until exx-,- i
initiation could make sure It waa
Strict orders for the exercise of free from Asiatic cholera.
greater care In the handling of parcel
Seven thousand women, dressed in
post mail matter by postal employé
were Issued by Postmaster Oenerul a lilte, marched through the business
sect Ion of Cleveland, Ohio, in the i
Burleson.
rest of the suffrage amendment to
Representative Levy of New York, be voted on
at the November election.
owner of Monticcllo, announced that
The Du Pont Powder Company has
in view of Secretary Bryan's appeal to
him to sell Thomas Jefferson's home joined the movement to relieve the
to the government, he was considering cotton situation in the South by
outright cotton to the value of
doing so. Heretofore he has refused
Í ::'"i,niiii. It was announced
at Wilall such proposals.
mington, Del.
A forecast
of 16,300,000
500 pound
'ndustrial
Workers of the World
bales of cotton as the crop of 1914 was
made by the Department of Agricu- leaders who handled the money conlture's crop reporting hoard in the sea- tributed for the relief of the striken
son's final reporting, which showed during the industrial conflict at l.;iw
the condition of the crop of Sept. 25 rence In 1912 were ordered by Judge
Hammond of the Supreme Court at
was 73 5 per cent of a normal.
Producers and dealers in unwrought Lioaton to return $16,000 to the court
copper flooded the state department within ten days.
with inquiries as to the attitude of
Cornelius N. lilis. Jr., president of
the United States government toward the New York Association
for ImCroat Britain's classification of the proving Conditions for the Poor, anproduct as conditional contraband of nounced that the association has rewar. No statement o. policy will be ceived from the Rockefeller foundaforthcoming, however, until Ambas tion a gift of $L'00,Ooo to be used dursador Page forwards from London the ing the next ten years for pensioning
statement of facts on which the widows with dependent families now
British government relics for Us di- in the care of the association bnretvu
of relief.
version of copper shipments.
The eighteenth annual convention of
There were 7,691 national banks iu
operation in the United States at the the Drain Dealers' National assocu-ttoclose of business Oct. 1, according to
will be held at Kansas City, Mo.,
the September report of the comptrol- on Oct. 12, IS snd 14. About 1,000
ler of the currency. Their authorised delegates from all sections of the
capital waa (1,076.684,176, with out country are expected to attend the
standing circulation secured by bonds meeting. The association tuts a memamounting to $736,96S,678 and secured bership of about 3,000 tetan I nal market
by other than bonds, 1326,163,310.
(
dealers.
Fifty-fou- r
ships, aggregating nearly
Frederick C. Tanner, primary ele
250,000 tons and worth approximately lion campaign manager for District
$15.000,000 have been added
to the Attorney Charles S. Whitman, waa
American merchant marine alnce the unanimously elected chairman of the
new ship registry law went Into
New York Republican state committee
Wor-ci'Bte-

Made Victim of Hoax by Mischievous Friends Went Home
In a Fury-On-

day several of my girl friends
called to see me. We started to make
some candy when I discovered thtt
we didn't have any chocolate In the
house and said that I couldn't possibly
make It without "a speck of chocolate."
Mary, one of the girls, said: "Why,
what kind of chocolate is that
couldn't you use any other kind?"
One of the girls gave me a pinch
and I said: "Oh, no, I couldn't use any
You
other kind. It's a new kind.
telephone the grocery and order some,
Mary, and we'll start the candy. Now
be sure and order 'Aspecka.' "
"So we filed to the kitchen and left
Mary to telephone. We sat In the
kitchen holding our sides with suppressed laughter while she called up
one store after another trying to get
"ABpecka chocclate." She finally gave
up In despair and then we told her.
Needless to say, she went home In a
fury, as mad as a wet hen. She barely spoke to us for weeks after that.
Chicago Tribune.

In-t-

g

n

GOSHEN, IND., U. S. A.

Easy to See.
"I wish I could have seen your great
feat," said a lady to a gentleman who
bad met with a hazardous adventure
In Africa.
"There they are, madam,"
said he, pointing to his pedal extremi-

ties.
A CLERGYMAN'S

TESTIMONY.

The Rev. Edmund Heslop of WIg
ton. Pa., suffered from Dropsy for a
year. His limbs and feet were swollen and puffed. He had heart flutter
ing,
was dizzy
and exhausted at
the least exertion. Hands and
feet were cold
and he had such
a dragging sensation across tka
loins that It was
difficult to move,

in..

a
!.
of Dodde
Kidney Pills the swelling disappeared and he felt himself again. He says
he has been benefited and blessed by
the use of Dodds Kidney Pills. Sev

He8,P

boxes

eral months later he wrote: I have
not changed my faith in your remedy
since the above statement was author
ized. Correspond with Rev. E. Heslop about this wonderful remedy.
Paw Knows Everything.
Dodds Kidney Pills, 50c. per box at
way
why
Is
Paw,
Willie
of the your dealer or Dodds Medlctce Co.,
the
transgressor hard?
Buffalo, N. Y. Write for Household
Paw Because so many people have Hints, also muslo of National Anthem
tramped on it, my son.
(English and German words) and recipes for dainty dishes. All 3 sent free.
LIGHT BOOZE.
Drink It?

Do You

rav-uge-

t.

led.

CO.,

PICKED OUT THE RIGHT TIME

Waynette, a mare from the stable
of W. A. Burnett of Denver, won the
trot or paeo In easy fashion at Raton, N. M.. and paoed the
fastest heat ever pacetl on the Santa
Fe circuit in the first heat In 2:11'
She was driven by Ted Bunch. Of
iiial Interest as the
was
the third running of the Raton derby,
hlch was won by W hidden in a sen
sattofaSl drive through the stretch.

n

Pink Eye. Epliootlo
.Shipping Fever
A Catarrhal Favor

3W.

of $8,963.74.

to suceed William Barnes.

DISTEMPER

sor cure and poelttve prerentl re. no metier hew faoraee at anya are Infecte
or fiimwl "
Mts,atvea on toe lajBi cte on th HUkmI end dlentlsi eipelatae
ulrM,iiaarmi frnm lie hnljr. CureelnaUmr
In
and Cholera I
and
etlla pyaMSet remclj. Oirai I. l'o.
amona human helnca,
Ilrlrp.
dates'
and U a Una kidnny remedy, too and tl a bottle i it and
i to a do, en. rut thlaoee.
KeepIL Mío to our dninlat. who will pt It fur.ou. fu,
IHHUiaan
Tliliialll.
Causae and Cu rea." Special
wan

the minor sports at the University of
Colorado at Boulder, according to the
plans of James N. Ashmore, the new
physical director.
Denver baseball and Red Cross fans
turned out to see the benefit game be
tween McGlll's two fast teams, Denver
and Indianapolis, with the Rev. Wm.
A. Sunday as umpire.
The Colorado State School of Mines
of Golden, and the University of Wyo
ming of Laramie, will clash on the
gridiron of Pioneer park In Cheyenne
on Saturday afternoon, Oct. 17.
When Joe Jackson decided ho did
not like the Athletics when he Joined
them as a raw recruit In 1906 and
Skipped back to his South Carolina
home, he beat himself out of $8,963.74.
Each Philadelphia player got $2,062.79
for heating the Cubs In 1910. In 1911
each of Mack's men was handed a
check for $3,654.59, and last year the
Individual share was $3,246.36, a total

free-for-a- ll

Beatrice Nelms of Atlanta, waived
preliminary examination and were remanded to jail without bond.

r,

one-thir-

c

Mrs.

Family

'

1

WESTERN.

& Libby, Chicago

O'FALIajj

INTEREST

KEEPING THE READER POSTEO
ON MOST IMPORTANT
CURRENT TOPICS.

Pepper well one can of

"h

Paris
8lr Charles Johnston was elected
lord mayor of London for the term of
one year, beginning Nov. I, 1914. He
surreeds Sir Thomas V. Bowater.
Holland has given assurances that
It will prevent the exportation of foodstuffs from llollsnd to Germany or to
other countries now at war.
The war is costing France $7,000,-00a ilnv. Minister of Finance Alexandre Itlliot announced that the outlay for the first sixty days of the con-

PHOM

For Myself and

Old Charon Must Explain.
His boat made fast after the last
trip of the night, Charotr, homeward
bound, encountered a stranger In one
of the
streets along the
water front.
"What s the IdeáT" asked the old

FOREIGN.

LATEST NEWS

A minister's wife had quite a tussle with coffee and her experience Is
interesting. She says:
"During the two years of my training as a nurse, while on night duty,
I became addicted to coffee drinking.
Between midnight and four In the
morning,
when the patients were
asleep, there waa little to do except
make the rounds, and It was quite
natural that I should want a hot cup
of coffee about that time.
I could
keep awake better.
"After three of four years of coffee drinking, I became a nervous wreck
and thought that I simply could not
live without my coffee. All this time
I was subject to frequent bilious attacks, sometime-- ' so severe as to
keep me In bed for several days.
"After being married, Husband
begged me to leave off coffee for be

feared that it bad already hurt me
almost beyond repair, so I resolved to
make an effort to release myself from
the hurtful habit
"I began taking Postum, and for a
few days felt the lauguid, tired feeling from the lack of the coffee drug,
but I liked the taste of Postum, and
that answered for the breakfast beverage all right
"Finally I began to feel clearer-headeand had steadier nerves. After a year's use of Postum I now feel
like a new woman have not had any
bilious attacks since I left off coffee."
Name given by PoBtura Co., Battle
Read "The Road to
Creek, Mich.

in pkgs.
Postum comes in two forms:
Regular
Postum must be well
boiled. 15c and 26c packages.
Instant Postum Is a soluble powder. A teaspoonful dissolves quickly
In a cup of hot water, and, with cream
and sugar, makes a delicious beverWellvllle,'

Adv.

40

.
Altruism.
Teacher Johnny, you have been
writing your excuses.
Johnny I know, mum; It takes all
pa's time to think of hla own.
Dr. Pierce's Pellet, email, augar coated,
regulate and invigorate stomach, liver and bowels. Do not
gripe. Adv.
easy to take aa caudy,

New Jersey's 1913 mineral
was valued at $40,715,061.

produo-tlo-

THERMOZINE

n

(TUAUH MAHIO

CaWtd
In thn freno. Army ind Narf tor
toa 7mrs and rouiumndcd by all high cUm

CURES IMMEDIATELY
by antiaeplic action

Boil, Carbuncles, Burn, Open Sores,
Sprains, Rheumatism, Lumbago,
Gout, Eczema.

TUBERCULOSISPAINS
COUGHING STOPPED
your
ot ju.
At

Dniaalat

or direct oa receipt

THERMOZINE COMPANY
Mear York
- l ark

I.

SPECIAL TO WOMEN
The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiséptica la

A soluble Antiseptic Powder to

be dissolved in water as needed.

As a medicinal antiseptic for douches
In treating catarrh, Inflammation or
ulceration of noae, throat, and that
caused by feminine Ilia it has no equal.

For ten years the Lydla & Plnkham
Mudlcliie Co lias reciinimunded l'uiUno
In their private correspondence with
age Instantly. 30c and 60c tins.
women, which proves its superiority.
The cost per cup of both kinds Is Women who have been cored say
about the same.
It Is "worth Its weight la cold." At
druggists. 60c large box, or by malL
"There's a Reason" for Postum
sold by Orocsrs. The Paxtoa Toilet
llafa.

LOCAL AND

PERSONAL

NEWS

ITEMS

LAIL
Meals at all hours are served at
Have Dr. Locke do your dental
work October 5 to 10. Offic with Weber's Restaurant and Bakery.

Dr. Masten.

SUPPLY

Mrs. D. B. Cole and children
H. R. Mills spent a few days at
accompanied the Ellis family as
bis ranch near Roy this weak.
far as Raton, Tuesday, returning
the same day.
Chas. Springer was a Raton visG. D. Siemantel motored down
itor several days this week.
from Raton, Tuesday to attend to
business matters and repew old
Swastika coal, the most heat for
vour money, sold by J, W.

Weber's Bakery
Bakers' Good and

COMPANY

Have Dr. Locke do your dental
work October J to 10. Office with
C. M. Rohr visited relatives in Dr. Masten.
Raton, Sunday between trains.

Confectioners

Springer is
the week in Cimarron
dentistry.

Dr. Locke

of

WE SELL.

Dr. C. R. Bass is now in Rochester, Mian., where he is taking
post graduate course in the Mayo
Bros, hospital.

All Kinds of Farming Implements
Wagons

Remsburg and son
of Raton were business
in Cimarron, Wednesday.

C. F.

Joe Swearingen and family left
Monday for AlhAquerque in their
utility truck to attend the state
fair. They will return Sunday.

Harness and Saddles

Patronize home industry and
buy your bakery goods at Weber's
Remember your friends and send
Restaurant and Bakery.
them post card views of the Cimarron Canon. Sold at the leading

Fire, Accident, Liability, Tornado, Automobile and Life Insurance.
BesT:

News Estimate On

Your

Let The

Hardware

Dental work that will please you stores at 2 for 5 cents.
Dr.
at a price you can pay.
Locke's next visit October 5 to
General Superintendent Meyers
10th.
of the Santa Fe came up from Las
Vegas, Wednesday on a special
to look after company busi
train
Messrs. Wbited and Studley of
ness.
Raton were visitors in Cimarron
the latter part of the week.
Wanted to buy one thousand
peunds of good oats and one ton ol
J. L. Abreu of Ocate was a bus- nice bright alfalfa baled. Will
iness visitor in the Key City the pay cash. Levi Mann, red house
first of the week.
south of depot.

A. W. VASEY

Sixteen Strongest and
panies Represented.

Lumber and Other Building Material

Com-

Give us a chance to quote you
on your wants

The News is working for you and
Herman C.
community every week. What
the
and daughter departed Tuesday
are
YOU, not the other fellow, do
where
for San Di'go, California,
ing
for ti
they will spenú the winter.
Mrs. Cook and children are ex
pected to arrive in this city tbi
latter part of the week from Kl
Paso, to spend the winter at the
home of Mrs. Curtis.

Fritz Thelen, who has spent the
summer in Cimarron with the H
A. Funke family, departed Wed'
nesday for his home in Grand Is
land, Nebraska, having fully- re
covered his health in this climate.

these

lines

Aladdin Mantle
Lamp

Mr. and Mrs.

Next Job

in

Standald J n e u n d e

cen

i Oil JLamf of Ihe Ko rid

Whitest Light, Brightest Light, No Noise,
M No Odor, The Best Oil Light I n Existence, 8j
Burns Common Kerosene, Five Times as
Gooda-Lighas Electric, Uses Less Oil
t
Than Old Style Lamp, Guaranteed
ffl

-

"Wanted A reliable man" read
Mrs. Bascom Irom the advertising
columns of a paper. Then she tat
ed her glasses upon her forehead,
looked severely at ber husband and
remarked: "And the world'll wait
a considerable number of centuries
yet before it gets him."

BIG BATTLES
The big battleship
pond.

better nanaged than the little rowboat that upsets nn the

is

The big corporation

is Letter

able to serve the public than the little company

Vour company handles the telephone needs of

three million people right here

P. C. Gallagher, a prominet

it handles over a million telephone messages every day
The present war in Europe

is a war of

l,

the year

waste and destruction

Bigger battles for peace are being fought right here
good-wil-

of

in the

United States

prosperity and fair dealing.

Beware of Ointments for
Catarrh that Contain Mercury
us mercury will
of timcll ann
whole .yetem when

The Mountain States Telephone and Telegraph Co.

V

'

Job Printing at the News
at the right prices
Fresh

FISH

cat-ti- c

man in the Moreno Valley, was
a business visitor in Cimarron several days this week purchasing
supplies for the ranch and renewing old acquaintances.
The Gallaghers will start shipping their
stock to market about October 15.
The stock in the valley is in better

condition this year than has ever
been known.

"The CoriHiration Different"

'It&MbJfatP'fó'Ú tieMeeaflilat; jrftfnffjnfe

in the

seven mountain states

Battles for

Messrs. Glenz and Wille of
Reeseville, Wis., who are visiting
Aug. Wille on the French tract,
were social visitors in Cimarron
Sunday with the latter. They are
well pleased with this section and
at the rapid progress that is being
made from an agricultural point ol
view. They are frequent visiters
to this section.

J. W. JERLS, Distributor

leatroy the aenae
ly derange the
eiina It through
the tnucuui atiriereBucli articles should
never be used except on prescriptions
from reputable phyalrlana. as the damsgr
trier will tlo la ten fold to the good you
can possibly derive from them. Hull'.
by K. J.
Catarrh Cure. manufMPiu
Cheney aV Co.. Toledo, O
ns no
no la taken tnt
acting
an
a aur- blood
the
in
raoea of the syatem. In buying Hall a
Catarrh Cure be sure you get the genuine. It la taken Internally and made In
Toledo. Ohio, by V. J. Cheney a Co Testimonials free.
Sold by Druggists. Price TSc par bottle.
Family Pills for consilpstle.
Take Hall

OYSTERS
Pork
Ham

Beef

Lamb

Bacon

Salt Pork

The Host Complete Stock of Fruits in the City
Fresh Eggs, Fancy Crystal Creamery Butter

Cimarron Meat Market

